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FORT SUMNER, (Sunnyside Post office). GUADALUPE COUNTY, N. M., DCEEMBER 4, 1909.

21.

Church Started.

Territorial Lands.

Rev. Willis Smith, of Melrose,
arrived Friday with Dr. John R.
Gass and has assumed charge qf
the new Union Church building.
The committee, consisting of D.
J. McCanne, R. C. Nisbet. Dr.
VV. R. Lovelace,
C. C. Henry and
Dr. Smith met at the First National Bank, approved the plans
and accepted lots 1, 2 and 3 in
Black 4 from the Fort Sumner
Townsite Co.
The committee is desirous of
building of solid concrete but this
mrtter is still to be settled. In
architectural beauty the edifice
will be unsurpassed by anything
The
in eastern New Mexico.
plans have been so drawn that
the building can be addeü to and
beautified as the town grows,
thus dividing the exper.se between our our present population
and future comers.
The location selected met with
a slight opposition but in view of
the rapid development' of the
eastern half of the Sunnyside
townsite the selection is beyond a
doubt the wisest possible.
Dr. Gass now holds forth the
bright hope that the Presbyterian Synod in New York City will
swell the local fund by $1,000.
In contributing th3 bit of pleasant news Dr. Gass remarked thai
"this proposition keeps growing
on me, Fort Sumner's future
looks brighter than ever."
Dr. Smith who has the work
in charge made a brilliant success when he built the church at
Melrose and the local congregation is fortunate in securing his
.services.

The list enumerated below con
tains the vacant school and institutional lands in Guadalupe
County, December 1st, 1909.
The same are subject to lease
for grazing or agricultural purposes.
Blank applications or
further information may be had
on application to the Territorial
Land Office at Santa Fe, New

Band Dance Tuesday.
Another one by the band boys
ar.d a bigger and better one than
the last is the promise for next
Tuesday. This is the second of
toe regular first and third Tuesday dances that are being held
by the Fort Sumner Cornet Band.
The dance will be held at Harris
Hall and the admission will be
fifty cents, ladies free. The first
of these dances was so thorough-l- p
enjoyed by all that a large
attendance is predicted for next
Tuesday evening.
No refreshments will be served but it is
understood that Mrs, Philion will
serve lunches after the dance at
the Fort Sumner Restaurant.
The best string music is assured
and the floor is being put in excellent condition.

Teacher's Convention.
The Guadalupe County Teach-

er's Association went into

ses-

sion Friday evening, September
26th, at Harris Hall, with an attendance larger than was expecPractically every school
ted.
district in the county was represented.. The Territorial Superin-

tendent, J. E. Clark, was present
during the early part of the
convention, but left Saturday
moring to attend a rimilar gathering at Portales.
Owing to the absence of a few
oí the leading members of the
association, the original program
was discarded and a new one
subsituted. The program as carried out proved both enjoyable
and profitable to the townspeople
as well as the teachers.
The conveation ended with the
close of the exercises on
day afternoon, but a reception
and dance was held in the eventing and most of the visiting
teachers remained over until
Sunday.

Valley

Mexico.

Robert P. Ervien
Commissioner of Public Lands.
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New Mexico was tieated toa
good snow, and rain on last Friday, which in the greater part of
the Territory, put a good season
in the ground and replenished the
stock water. In Guadalupe coun
ty the rain and snow was lighter
than in the northern part ol the
Territory; a little over one inch
of rainfall ih this county. Haw- ever, it was much l.teiid and
will do a great deal of good.
Curtis' Market
in town.

FORT SUMNER

delivers meat

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
of the

First National Bank
OF FORT SUMNER.
1909.

Loans and Discounts .
. .
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
Banking house, FnrnitUre and Fixtures .
Due from National Banks (not reserve agents)
Due from approved Reserved, gents
Checks and other Cash Ítem
Notes of other National Bank
. .
Fractional Paper Currency, Nickel; and Cents
Lawful Money- - Reserve in Bank,- viz:
Specie
$6,225 25
Legal-tendnotes
70 00
. . .
. .
Reuemption fund w th U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent of circulation)
. . .

....

...

Total

64
05
00
00
00
94
15
Í08 00
1,380 00
98 51

Total

- - .

Clothing at cost - Blankenship
and Co.
Hot lunch at all hours at the
Arc Lignt Cafe.
For the'-vo'meat go to Curtis'
Meat Market.
All goods spot cash to all.
Blankenship & Co.
t

See J. O. Welborn if you wish
to rent a house.
Curtis' Meat Market on Fifth
street. Phone No. 35.
Ladies underwear at cost at
Blankenship & Co.

Why not send a copy of

the Review back home?

V

-

A friend in need is Pinesalve Carbol- The best, most pleasant, easiest and
ized.
Never be without it Pinesalve
is
Liver
pill
Pill.
Ring's
Little
safest
Carbolized is good for cuta, burns,
Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.
bruises and scratches. Sold by Sunny
side Drug Co.

6,293 25
312 50

Children's underwear in all
styles and prices at Blankenship

04

E. L. Howland is serving short
orders in the rear of the A. J.
llliam barber shop and the Arc
Mrs. Howard Barrett is teach- Light bar.
ing a class in Spanish. The class
There is nothing so good for all kid
meets each Tuesday and Friday ney troubles as Pineules, the new kid-

LIABILITIES.

.......
.....
.......
.......

See Wilmeth fur Wail Paper.

The best and most
Blankenship & Co. have just
received a large consignment of line of men's and boys hats ever
men's, boys and children's shoes, brought to Guadalupe County at
which added to their already Blankenship's.
large stock, makes the best stock
For Sale r I f 120i r acres of patented
of shoes in Guadalupe County.
flf ÜV
aumner; living water; a choice
Any suit of Clothes in the house place for a dairy, ranch; cheap
at cost for cash. Look at them for cash.
C. W. Fooh.
at Earickson & Co.

$57,719
817
6,250
200
7,000
16,178
13,176

$109,936

Capital stock paid in
Undivided Profts, less Expenses
and Taxes paid
- - - National Bank Notes outstanding
Indivual DcpoaiU subject to check
Time Certificates of Deposit
Cashier's Checke outstanding

Personal.

ts

AT
Fort Sumner, in the Territory of New Mexico, at the close of
November 16,
RESOURCES.

H.

&

First National Bank
OF

business,

$1 A YEAR, CAS

Let Wright & Hurd build your
We are sole agents for Chase
21-t- 2
Flues
and Chimneys.
Sanborns Celebrated Coffees,
try them Earickson & Co.
A fine line of clothing, cheap
Kemp Lumber Co. has just re- for cash at Blankenship & Co's
ceived a large consignment of Big Store.
Lincoln Paints, Kalsomine, Oil
For Concrete Sidewalks of Qualand Roof Paints.
ity and Durability see Wright
21-t- 2
& Hurd.
J. B. Wilmeth has received a
The most complete assortment
stock of
wall paper
and sells the same at regular of woolen over-shirat Blankprices.
enship and Co's.

THE

No. 8617.

16
36

4

4

Wall paper at Wilmeth's from
5 cents up.
L0CALETTES
Alfalfa hay and corn at Blan- Contractor Jones has about
kenship & Company.
completed the Wyeth home and
See Earickson's New line Dry a substantial improvement has
A car of "Amarillo Best" flour
Goods before buying elsewhere. been made in the Kenny Colony.
just received at Blankenship &
Manuel Abreu is pushing conMiss Clella Jones, of Melrose, Company.
struction work on a new residene arrived Sunday to take charge of
on Sumner Avenue north of J. the switch board at the Telephone
Earickson & Co. have received
H. Reeling's bungalow.
office.
acar load of Ellwood Woven
Miss Flora W. Conrad has
The building that is going on Wire Fence.
bought two lots east of R. C. Nis- - in the eastern part of the Govbet's residence and has let a con ernment Townsite is truly reThe finest line of woolen and
tract to C. D. Smith for a three markable. Where a few montl s fleece-line- d
underwer at Blankroom adobe residence to ba con- ogo there was nothing but
e
enship & Co's.
structed thereon.
on twenty blocks, today
;re
is
a lively comnunity, and
th
Wilmeth asks you to examine
L. C. VanHecke has tendered
his resignation as agent for tie new houses are being started his work before having painting
Fort Sumner Land and Develop- daily. Particularly noticeable is and paper hanging done.
ment company to ii,k; e'lect the fa 't. that more substantial
Kemp Lumber Company has
about the the middle nf thi ret idences a being erected thee
t .an on any t e portion of the just received shipment of 5x5x-2- 4
month.
lownsite.
for windmill towers.

36

16

4

.,

36
36

36

,,

16
18
19

4

Notes.

36

23
24
25 ,.
26

,.

36
36

16
16
16
16
16
16

22
23
25
16

Just received a car load of corn, anywhere
chovs ajrd bvun at iftunketahiii,.

i.

5yiTBBiii

&Co.

$25,000 00
2,954
6,250
72,747
2,808
175
$109,936

83
00
16
14
91

at

7:30 p. m.

ney remedy. Pineules act promptly in
relieving backache, weak back, pain in
the bladder and all urinary disorders.
Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.

01

,
J. O. Welborn wants to trade
property
for
town
Sumner
Fort
County of Guadalupe
83:
a good team and wagon; he will
I, C. C. Henry, Cashier of the
bank, do
Have just received a car each
will pay the difference in price
solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the
Wolfs Premium Flour, Corn and
best of my knowledge and belief.
in cash.
Chop, Potatoes and Onions, CanC. C: Henry, Cashier.
ned Goods, Sugar, Alfalfa,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 22nd day of
The Hereford Nursery Co. Windmills, Casing pipe and FixNovember, 1909.
Henhry Reinhardt, Notary Public.
of Hereford, Texas, has estab- tures. It will pay you to get you
seal
lished a branch office at Fort to our prices before buying elseCorrect Attestt:
Manuel Abreu,
Sumner, J. H. Keeling agent where. Earickson & Co.
Fred Williamson,
Their stock is acclimated and
W. R. Lovelace,
C. R. Brown, D. D. S.
guaranteed from infection.
Directors.
Dr. Brown, of Roswell, N. M.,
LOST-Bl- ack
leather Bill fold, will be here for a few days.
& Company" and Those wishing dental work will
Among those who have bought marked "Swift
Warning to the Public
cigarette case. call at the Commeicial Hotel.
brown
leather
I will not be responsible for lots in Fort Sumner during the Finder please return to this
any debts contracted hereafter past week are A. L. Richardson, office.
Frank N. Page, U. S. commis.
Melrose; J. E. Brown;
by my wife.
sioner at Buchanan, was in the
Church, Roswell; Dr. J. T.
B. B. Palmer.
Earickson & Co have just re. city Tuesday and exhibited some
Wharton; Miss Flora W. Conrad;
fine specimens of copper which is
J. O. Welborn; Miss Clora Zim- ceived a car of Fancy and Stand- found on the upper Yeso.
including
Vegatables,
canned
ard
Will trade acreage under the merman, Ricardo.
the Famous Richelieu Jams,
ditch for a good work team.
.
T
TL
Further investigation of the
me insurance
companies
Mincemeat, and other items too
L. C, VanHecke.
burning of the Flag Store on last
Concrete buildings as numerous to mention.
Thursday, Nice la; Madrid had
being the best Fire Proof Struc
Cake might sell for $78 in Yeso
Santiago Alvarado arrested chartures
Wright
made.
&
Hurd.
A
STRAYED or STOLEN
but it would never happen in
ging him with embezzlement.
3
white-fachorse,
e
girls
branded
sorrel
Sumner.
justas
Our
are
Fort
After two days exam nation it
Miss Mabel Lovelace, of
pretty as they make 'em, but
Xon right shoulder and vyv L developed
that at the time of the
is visiting her father on right hip.
Chestnut sorrel
they can't peddle cake.
Not for
was
fire
there
f 930 in currency
and brothers.
young pony mare, front feet
What's wrong?
$78.
in
checks
store. Nene f
and
the
and bay mare, . white
Miss Lela Alldredge is sick wire-cu- t,
Mrs. Elizabeth Mclnnes and
money nor goods were saved,
the
A liberal
hair about the head.
her son Joseph left Thursday with typhoid fever.
there being no insurance all was
reward for information or demorning for Ro3well, where they
M. A. Rooney is confined to his
lost, amounting to about $10,000.
livery.
wiU make thair home for a few bed with an
Alvarado was bound ever to
attack of pnuemonia
T. J. Burt.
months with the lady's daughtthe action of the grand
await
D.
J.
Jones of the firm of Wal
er. Uva. S. E. Biacklaw.
Wc want you to try ManZan in jury in a bond of $500.
lers and Jones of Yeso, was doing
mis excei.ent
Rev. Willis Smith, oí Melrose, business with our people this cases oi rues,
remedy is being used by a great
Get prices before buying
will hold preaching services at week.
people with satisfactory where.
We bougt our gocds
the MoCaiiiie eotuige Sunday at
Drug
Sold
by
Sunnyside
will sell them cfeip
results.
'cheap
and
11:00 o'clock a. m.
Soup
Oyters, Fish,
and Chili at
Co.
for cash. Blankenship & Cu.
the Arc Light Cafe.
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should be fitted out with

Pugilists tirst agree to fight and get
Into a quarrel

afterward.

Polluting justice Is just a little bit
more objectionable
than anything
else.
e
Did you ever see six women so
themselves as to fill entirely one
side of a street car?

This country is prosperous again,
but there are widows and orphans
who have not noticed it.
An Ohio man who L; .i his pockets
full of dynamite was run over by a
hearse, but nothing happened.
A University of Chicago professor
holds a grievance against the poets.
Perhaps he was formerly an editor.

Half of the Turkish navy has been
sold as junk. Presumably the other
half Is not marketable as anything.

Statistics show that Americans are
people in the world.
the best-feStill, sad to say, some of them go
hungry.
A Los Angeles schoolmarm has quit
to become a chorus girl. Possibly she'd passed the age limit as a
teacher.

teaching

Diamonds are rushing into this
country again. Somebody must have
circulated the report that Christmas
Is coming.
When flying machines become numerous the top floor of a skyscraper
will be no more private than the
ground floor.

T OIIAL A
mé
NEWS
J 1

Newly Appointed Governor.
William Joseph Mills, chief justice
of the New Mexico Supreme Court,
who has been appointed governor of
New Mexico to succeed Governor
George Curry, resigned, March 1st,
was born in Yazoo City, Miss., January 11, 1849. His father was Wil-HaMills of Virginia, and his mother,
Harriet Beale of Philadelphia. Judge
Mills' father died when the judge was
a
onri hla mnthpr then moved to
Connecticut and there married William
H Law.
TxHcra Milla attonripri nrlVAlfl schools
on,1 arraHiinlMl frnm the Norwich Free
academy, and later from the Yale law
school In the class of 1877. Hf was
marHari Tfiniiflrv 14. 1R85. tO Alice
Waddlngham at West Haven, Conn.
Alter his graduation from Yale law
erhnnl ho nrnrHceii in New Mexico
and New Haven, Conn., until appoint
ed chief Justice of tne supreme uoun
nr thn TaPMtnrr hV KrPSlilPni. IViCtVlU
ley on January 31, 1898. He has been
and his present
twice reappointed,
term would have expired next January.
A son, Wilson W., is a student at
Yale. A daughter, Madeline, still in
her teens, is at home.
Judge Mills is a literary scholar and
a man of dignified appearance, Impressing even the casual acquaintance
as a man of splendid attainments. He
is personally known not only to almost
every business man, attorney and official in the Territory, but his acquaintanceship in national.

Sentence.
An Albuquerque dispatch says: Conman thinks he has
Ignacio
discovered
perpetual motion. How fessing that he had murdered
many men have made the same mis- r.aileKns at Alcatraz, in northern San
Juan county, by administering strych
take before?
nine in a bottle of whisky, Donaciano
by District
Women are applying for Jobs as Aguilar was sentenced
census takers. They feel that their ex- Jadee McFie at Aztec Monday to
perience in asking questions should ninety-nin- e
years in the penitentiary.
count on their side.
Besides being by his own confession
mura deliberate and
We'll guarantee that no man ever
Aguilar's crime is aggravated
Bampled a greater variety of foods derer, charge
previously
bv the
that he had
and dishes of all kinds than Taft has
wronged the wife of the man whom
in the past few weeks.
poisoned.
It is said that Gallegos,
he
Halley's comet has been observed on learning that Aguilar had ruined
again. Perhaps it is responsible for his home, threatened to kill him on
the remarkable outbreak everywhere sight.
of all kinds of scrapping.
Aeuilar then went from his home ai
Rosa, Rio Arriba county, under a flag
Some Wyoming thieves carried off of truce, bearing a botle of whisky in
a big barn, 100 acres of fencing and
He
which he had placed strychnine.
a ton of coal.
Why they left the nersuaded (Sállenos to drink and he
ranch itself is inexplicable.
died in a few minutes in great agony.
A Pennsylvania

Mexico has suffered another calamity. The corn crop, valued at
has been destroyed by frost.
More sorrow and suffering for the
toilers of Mexico.

Ross Alive and Hiding.
The wife of W. A. Ross, promoter
of the Brazito townsite scheme at Ias
Cruces, writes the chief of police at
Alhunuerniie that Ross did not com
According to Secretary of Agricultsuicide in New York, as reported
mit
ure Wilson the soil of American a week
or more ago, but is alive ana
farms is sufficiently productive, but hiding, leaving his wife with a family
the crying need is for more men who of small children destitute in Chicago.
know how to farm.
She alienes that the woman tor
In proportion to the large public whom Ross deserted her was living in
service they render, most teachers Albuquerque, and after some search
and preachers are underpaid.
There the authorities believe they have lo
are sume, however, who would be cated the woman described, who Is
overpaid at any price.
said to have severed all relations with
Ross.
A cobbler in Milwaukee has a new
Ross who
Tt trnnsnlres that the
theory about the circulation of the killed himself was Francis A. Rcss,
blood
He says It flows because and not the promoter who is charged
germs are chasing it through the syswith having sold thousands of dollars'
tem. His Idea is that a sort of
worth ol townsite lots to which he
race, with no handicaps, might
had no title.
do much good for the whole race.
Two Pronunciations.
A Chicago man unkindly asks the
&
fnnttaMctr am. a hrakeman on a
courts to order the taxing authorities
rnilrnari Hiffer as to the PrOP- Unntsna
to compel certain men in that city to er pronunciation of the name Eurelia.
pay something like $80,000.000 in back Passengers are oiten siarueu uiu..
taxes which he alleges they have rival at this station to hear the condodged on their stock and bond hold- ductor yell:
ings for the last ten years. Evidently
"You're liar! You're a liar:
"You really are! You really are!"
this individual does not realize there
Everybody's Magazine.
are privileged persons in this coun-

try.

New Mexico Football Games.
With hundreds of letters reaching
An Albuquerque dispatch November
the royal palace in Spain, no wonder
that young King Alfonso is dejected 25th says: The University of New
over the Ferrer agitation. He started Mexico football team defeated the Unihis reign with the prospect of being versity of Arizona eleven at Tucson
one of the most popular of contemby the decisive score of 23 to 11, this
porary monarchs, but is now in a fair game making the locals the cnam-pion- s
way to lose through the blunders of
of the Southwest.
his ministers.
And the loss of popuToday, also, at Roswell, the Ros-welarity in these days, when revolution
Military institute defeated the
and republicanism are in the air, is a team from the Agricultural college at
serious matter for a royal ruler.
Truces, hv the score of 34 to 0 and,
i
university hero has not
German textile experts are turning while the
team, it aerear.-eattention to a fibre obtained from the played the Las Cruces
the Roswell men by a decisive
kapok or silk cotton tree of the tropscore.
ics, with a view to ascertaining whethThis has been the most sucessrui
er a substitute for cotton may thus be
of the local
obtained. No doubt experiments will season in the history
team. A name with the Agri
be carried on with the thoroughness
played next
that Is characteristic of German re- cultural college mey be
search, and If kopok can be made to week here.
take the place of cotton no effect will
Revprlnno Ouinana. recently arrested
be spared in that direction. But a
great many things are to be taken in- on the charge of assaulting and murdering Sallie Hatton, near Santa Rosa
to consideration before the superiority
of kopok 'cdii be established.
Cotton last month has teen released proving
an alibi. The mystery of this fiendIs not ltkejy to be. supplanted immethan ever and the
diately.
ish crime is
officers are hopeless'y baffled.
The big corporations are now making money as they never made it bePrisoner on Trial.
fore; but in the midst of prosperity
An Albuquerque dispatch of Novemto
well
keep
feet
on
the
is
the ber 20th says: Leopoldo Torres was
It
earth and not be carried skyward by placed on trial in District Court here
inflated conceits.
today oil the charge of murdering a
prisThe reception given to the Czar of negro named Benefield. a fellow
Russia by the King and people of oner, while both were in Jail several
Italy Is all that could be desired In weeks ago. Benefield was found In the
cordiality and warmth. That the visit morning with his head beaten to a
will tend to strengthen peace among pulp in his cell, the floor of which
the nations is a hope based on the ex- was covered with blood. It is alleged
pressions of good will shown all along Torres jerked the damper off the
and beat his
the line of the czar's travel.
stove, heated it red-ho- t
victim to death in his bed.

n

Newly Named Chief Justice.

President Taft has appointed Judge
W.

H. Pope

of Roswell to be chief

justice to succeed Chief Justice Mills,

governor,
on
recently
appointed
March 1 next.
Of Judge Pope the Santa Fe New
Mexican says:
"Santa Fe claims
Judge William H. Pone as its own
and does so with a great degree of
affection.
It has seen him develop
almost from boyhood although when
hv came here he was already a member of the bar and had been in part
nership with such veterans as for
mer Secretary of the Interior Hoke
Smith in Georgia, which is Judge
Pope's home state and also that ol
his wife.
Local residents recalled
many Incidents in Judge Pope's ca
reer; how he delivered a Fourth of
July oration in the plaza shortly after coming here, doing so on the spur
of the moment, the orator selected for
the day having become ill suddenly.
All who remember the incident agree
that he made a splendid address. An
other resident recalled how, as assist
ant district attorney in the prosecution of the Chaves murder trials, he
made a brilliant address which was
cut short by a hemorrhage brought
on by overwork.
He served as assistant in the office
of the attorney general of the Territory and later was appointed assistant
to the U. 8. attorney for the court
of .private claims, where he gave evidence of a scope of learning and of
jt'liclal poise that added materially
not only to his reputation, but also
to the success with which the court
disposed of its task. It was in recognition of this work that Judge Pope
as appointed Ü. S. attorney for the
Pueblo Indians and later Judge of the
first instance in the Philippines Islands, where he first came under the
personal notice of President Taft, who
has a high opinion of Judge Pope's
character and attainments. Upon his
return from the Philippines, in 1903,
Judge Pope was appointed an associate pustice of the New Mexico Supreme Court and was reappointed In
1907.
Some of the most scholarly
opinions in the New Mexico reports
of late years are from his pen.
Judge Pope nas done invaluable service for this commonwealth in various
capacities, notably as a member of the
board that had charge of the rebuilding of the capítol. He is a property
owner, both at Santa Fe and at Ros
well and takes a live interest in the
progress of the commonwealth and its
people. Some speculation is Indulged
in whether Judge Pope will continue
to make his headquarters as chief justice at Roswell or whether he will go
opinion
to Las Vegas, but general
seems to be that Roswell will have the
honor of being headquarters of the
next chief justice of the Territory.

Senators Well Pleased.
Currv reports that Sena
tors Warren, Jones and Carter of the
were
Committee
Senate Ir rigation
gieatly pleased with what they saw of
Governor

the Mesilla and Pecos valleys. Every
where in New Mexico where the spe
cial train stopped, the governor says,
the people turned out splendidly and
the visitors were shown every henor.
Schnnl children waving llsss and sing
ing greeted the senators at every town
alnne the route and their journey as
sumed the proportions of an ovation.
At Roswell a procession or twenty-- n
vp antns took them to see the beau
tiful farms and orchards of the val
ley.
finvprnnr Currv believes from the
expressions of the senators that they
have become fast friends of New Mex
ico and are firm advocates of state
hood.

That the famous Old Palace at Santo Fe has been built over an ancient
burial place is apparent from daily
finds of skeletons that are being made
by worknmen who are excavating under the structure to put in a steam
heating plant.
Incorporation papers have been fi'ed
at Santa Fe by the Western Construction Company, headquarters at Wichi
ta, Kans., and Santa Fe, N. M. The
capitalization is $250,000. The incorporators and directors are C. H. Ritten-house- ,
J. R. Detweiler, W. A. Vincent
and A. M. Jack of Wichita and F. C.
Wilson, Santa Fe, the last named being the New Mexico representative.
Fifteen million dollars is the capi
talization of the Cooney Consolidated
Mining Company, which has filed incorporation papers at Santa Fe. The
headquarters are at Cooney, in the
Mongollon district, Socorro county,
and the New Mexico agent is Thomas
The incorporators and diJ. Curran.
rectors are Frank W. Vellacott and
Eunice S. Calder of Silver City, and
William A. Henry of Halifax, N. S.
Governor Curry on November 24th
received a check for $20,709.04, New
Mexico's share of the fiscal year's In
come from the national forests, being
of the total income.
Governor Curry issued a Thanksgiving pardon to Morrill Adams, serving
ten years in the penitentiary from
Grant county for murder. Adams had
served three years and is low with
consumption. The pardon was granted
with the consent of the judge who
sentenced Adams and upon promise
of the petitioners for the pardon that
Adams would not become a charge up-- I
on the community.

Two Arrests for Hatton Murder.
An Albuquerque dispatch of November 21st says:
Charged with the fiendiBh murder
and assault of Sallie Hatton between
Santa Rosa and Los Taños, N. M.,
September 25th last, Epimiento Sanchez was arrested today at I.os Colonias, San Miguel county, forty miles
from the railroad by Mounted Policeman W. E. Dudley, of Alamogordo,
aud A. A. Sena, of Las Vegas, following a long and patient pursuit of their
quarry by these officers. News of the
arrest, with no details, was received
by Captain
Fred Fornoff, of the
mounted police, in Santa Fa today.
What will be done with the prisoner is not known. He may be placed
in the penitentiary for safekeeping,
and, on the other hand, the officers
may take their prisoner to Tucumcari
or Alamogordo. The officers will not
take the risk of taking their man to
Santa Rosa, as the feeling in that section Is so Intense on account of the
unspeakable crime that a lynching
would certainly follow.
Mounted Policeman Dudley has been
detailed on this case from the first,
and long after the people of Santa
Rosa and Los Tanos has given up the
capture of the criminal, Dudley, later
assisted by Sena, has been working
quietly and industriously, picking up
one clue after another and following
it to the end.
What the evidence is against Sanchez is not known, but is understood
to be strong.
Another dispatch, dated November

COOK DENOUNCED

Exceptional

Equipment

AS AN IMPOSTOR
WALTER WELLMAN, EXPLORER
AND JOURNALIST, DECLARES
COOK'S STORY FALSE.

1 1

E

EA1 ELY FAKED

SAjS THE JOURNEY
TO HAVE

MADE

HE CLAIMS
IS

AN.

IMPOSSIBILITY.
Washington.
Walter Wellman,
whose preparations for a conquest of
the North pole in an airship were
he says, upon the anabandoned,
nouncement of the claims of Dr. Frederick A. Cook and Commander Robert
EL Peary, has issued a long statement
tn which he analyzes the narratives of
the two explorers, declaring that of
Peary "precise, workmanlike, consistent, credible in every particular," and
denouncing that of Dr, Cook as a
and even deliberate impos-

of the California Fig Syrup Co. and the
scientific attainments of its chemists have
rendered possible the production of Syrup
of Figs and Elixir oí Senna, in all of its
excellence, by obtaining the pure medicinal principles of plants known to act most
beneficially
and combining them most
skillfully, in the right proportions, with
its wholesome and refreshing Syrup of
California Figs.
As there is only one genuine Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna and as the genuine is manufactured by an original
method known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, it is always necessary to buy the
genuine to get its beneficial effects.
A knowledge of the above facts enable
one to decline imitations or to return them,
if.upon viewing the package, the full name
of the California Fig Syrup Co. i not found
printed on the front thereof.
BUT SHE HAD ENOUGH.

ture."

"Cook's story is suspicious both in
what it does tell and what it does not
Severiano Quintana, of La Liendra,
"He ia
San' Miguel county, who was arrested iell," Mr. Wellman declares.
yesterday by the mounted police or generally vague and indefinite, but,
the murder of Sallie Hatton, near like most men of his class, altogether
Santa Rosa, was placed in Jail at too precise at the wrong place. NoSanta Rosa today by Sergeant Dudley, where does his story ring true. It is
of the mounted police.
alwayB an approximation of reality itThe people of Santa Rosa are quiet, self. This is true of his figures, his
and there is no disposition to treat descriptions of everything.
the prisoner with violence. The offi"Those of us who have had a share
cers claim strong circumstantial eviin Arctic work and who have felt anxdence against the prisoner.
It is alleged that he was staying iety that no blot of fraud should stain
with his uncle, Bruno Chavez, in a the proud record of effort and sacricabin near the scene of the murder, fice had a first hope that Dr. Cook
previous to the crime, that he had a would be able to demonstrate his good
horse secreted in the canon where the faith.
girl was killed, and that he disap"This has dissolved In analysis of
peared the night of the day the crime his own story. A second hope, that he
was committed.
some hallucination
The prisoner Is a slight youth of was the victim of
only nineteen.
He will have his pre- or mental Illness, and himself believed
liminary examination at Santa Rosa he had been to the pole, though of
course he has not, vanishes in the
Wednesday.
light of earlier and subsequent events.
There remains, though one says It
Indian
Rob Turquoise Mines.
with keenest regret, only the wretched
A Santa Fe dispatch of November
which he
22d says: A conference was held here alternative that the journey
today to consider a complaint sent did make, and the report which he
Governor Curry by the American Tur- gave of it, were deliberately planned
from the outset."
quoise Company, controlled by the
of New York, protesting against
The gist of Mr. Wellman's finding is
Indians,
Pueblo
depredations of the
that with his meager party and equipespecially of Santo Domingo, on the ment Dr. Cook could not possibly have
company's mines at Turquesa, four- accomplished the feat for which he
teen miles south of Santa Fe.
astromonical
The protest states that the life of claims credit, that his
to have
the company's manager, J. P. McNul-ty- , data are too minutely precise
has been constantly threatened been made under the claimed condiexand endangered by the Indians, who tions in the field, and that the
platform
claim the mines because of their an- plorer's dash for the lecture
flowacceptance
of
of "crowns
cient rights and visit them at night and his
ers placed upon his head by innocent
to take out turquoise.
before submitchildren,"
women
and
The conference was attended by the
exGovernor of Santo Domingo, the at- ting his field records to scientific
torney for the Pueblo Indians, Francis amination all conspire to his discredit.
Mr. Wellman first attacks Cook's
C. Wilson; the captain of the mounted
police, Fred Fornoff; Superintendent story of his Journey. He points out
venClinton J. Crandall, of the United that Arctic sledging is not a new
States Indian Industrial School, who ture, nor an experiment, but has been
has Jurisdiction over the Indians of reduced almost to a science.
He says that the first thing to be
Santo Domingo, and Governor Curry.
Several of the Indians have been done in advancing over the Ice fields
the
indicted in district court and con- Is tLe reduction to the minimum of secfood and fuel to te carried, and,
victed.
ondly? the organization of supporting
parties tnat can be sent back from the
It is stated at Silver City that the dwindling main body, until the few
government is going to spend some
arc hardiest enter on the final
who
$257,000 next year in Improvements
struggle to the goal.
at Fort Bayard, which will make the
The longer the route, he sets forth,
institution there one of the greatest of necessarily
the greater weight of food
its kind in the world. Advertisements
lor bids lor the work will be placed and fuel, and in consequence a much
in December, the contracts will be let slower pace.
Basing his argument mainly on
shortly after the first of the year,
and it will take a year or more to fin- these principles, Mr. Wellman takes
ish them.
up a comparison
of the supposed
achievements of Peary and Cook. He
quotes from the records to show that
Soldiers Charged with Robbery.
the former took his ship within 460
An Albuquerque dispatch of Novemmiles of the pole, advancing supplies
ber 22d says: Sergeant Major Bart-let- t, and his party four miles closer during
Sergeant Folsom and Private the autumn and spring. Cook, be
Smith, of Troop I, Third cavalry, at points out, started from Annatok, 700
geographical miles from the pole, and
Fort Wingate, are under arrest here went 170 geographical
miles westward
and will be taken back to Fort Win-gat- before turning northward, according to
for examination regarding a rob- his own story.
bery at the army post Saturday night,
Peary, Wellman eoatlnnes, mapped
when $400 was taken from the till in out his plans carefully for the advance
exchange.
and
post
started with fifty or sixty men,
the
twenty-on- e
sledges. He
These men, members of a party of 140 dogs andparty so
divided his
that he had tour
five who were taking five federal supporting parties who kept open
the
prisoners to Fort Leavenworth, Kan., tack trail, and in leaving the main
were taken off an eastbound train last body, lightened the loads the men and
night. When searched at the police dogs were compelled to draw.
Dr. Cook had no supporting party,
station here no money was found on
ays Wellman, except for the first
them, but this morning $200 In bills
was found behind a radiator in the three days. His party consisted of
dogs and two
station, where it had evidently been three men, twenty-si- x
sledges in the long dash he made.
thrown by one of the soldiers.
"That which he claims to have
Private Smith is strongly suspected done," declares Mr. Wellman, referof having knowledge of the robbery. ring to Cook, "with bis equipment and
The five prisoners will be taken to organization,
was physically Imposthe federal prison by a new guard sible. It is beyond human power."
which arrived today.
Gomez' Rule in Danger.
Suit to forlose a Hen for $550,000
Havana. Not since the downfall of
was recently filed in the district court the administration of President Palma
at Santa Fe by the Ferguson Contract has the political atmosphere of Cuba
Company against the New Mexico been more obscured and more laden
Central Railroad Company. The pe- with suggestions of trouble than now.
tition asks that the road be sold to The
republic Is scarcely nine months old and already rusatisfy the lien.
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo mors are persistent that some way ii
Chaves was recently notified that the being sought to secure the retirement
Rocky Mountain Fire Underwriters' of President Gomez, either by persuaAssociation had decided to station fire sion or compulsion, and to place Vice
inspectors in New Mexico and Wyo- President Zayas at the head of the
ming. The New Mexico man will have
Albuquerque as headquarters.
22d,

The

says:

Johnny Mother, let's go in here and
buy a baby; they're cheap
TORE
In

HIS

OFF

SKIN

8hreds Itching Wat Intensa
Sleep Waa Often Impossible.

Cured by Cutlcura

Week.

In Three

"At first an eruption of small pustules commenced on my hands. These
spread later to other parts of my body,
and the Itching at times was Intense,
so much so that I literally tore the
skin off in shreds In seeking relief.
The awful itching Interfered with my
work considerably, and also kept ma
I tried several docawake nights.
tors and used a number of different
ointments and lotions but received
Finally I setpractically no benefit.
tled down to the use of Cutlcura Soap,
Cutlcura Ointment and Cutlcura Pills,
with the result that In a few days all
itching had ceased and In about three
weeks' time all traces of my eruption,
I have had no trouhad disappeared.
ble of this kind since. H. A. Kruts-kof- f,
5714 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111,
November 18 and 28, 1907."
Potter Drug A Cncm. Corp., Sole Props., Bostatt.

Pathetic Pride.
Willie had had a tumble when he
was a baby and his hip was so hurt
that ever afterward he was obliged to
use a crutch. On one occasion, when
his mother had bought him a new
crutch of the latest and most approved style, Willie expressed his enthusiasm and delight In the roundest
terms.
"And oh, mother!" he exclaimed, in conclusion, referring to a
little friend of his who having the
use of both legs had no need of
crutches, "won't Johnny Knowles bo
jealous!"

Important to Mothers.

Examine carefully every bottle- et
CASTORIÁ, a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of (
In Use Fot Over 3 Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
Avoiding Popularity.
"How shall we avoid popularity?"
John Wesley once asked his preachers, and straightway gave them the
answer in a set of, rules. Here Is rule
4: "Warn the people among whom you
are most of esteeming or loving you
too much." And here is rule 5: "Converse sparingly with those who are
particularly fond of you."
WHEN YOU'RE AS HOARSE asaerow. Wben
Whim you'vo an
Íou're coughing d and gasping.
cold. take Allen's Lung Balaam. Hold by all druggists, 25c,fi0e and I1ÜQ bottles.

Lest One Should Fail.
It is well to moor your bark with
two anchors. Publlus Syrus- .Mrs. Wlnelnw's Soothlnp; ftymp.
Tor children teettilng, softens Hie gums, reduces b.
flsmmaUon, allays pain, cures wind collu. 25c a bottle

The season is here when many a
family man would like to swap his big
automobile for a small coal yard.
nr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets first put up 40 year
They regulate and invigorate stomach, lirer
d
tiny granules.
and bowels.
ago.

The worm may turn, but the grindstone has to be turned.
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Lots On Terms

Editor and Propietor.J

KI SA1JKAY AT FORT SUMNER

N. M.

J. L. MAXWELL.
DEALER IN

Easy Monthly Payments

Entered in the Sunnyside, New Mexico PostofHcc as second
class mail matter.

Dry Goods

Furnishings
NEW MEXICO.

Also a BRANCH HOUSE at GUADALUPE,

LEGAL

í;?7

.

"Right Goods at the Right Price."

"ne fil'st insertion,

Per
5c
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RICARDO,

ADVERTISING RATES:
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Per line per issue (body type)
DISPLAY
.
Per single coi. in., per issue 12
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Fort Sumner lots are being bought by
The last legislature passed a
Superintendent of Public Inlaw known as Council Bill No. struction J.E . Clark has returned
31, which provides for the re- from a visit to Fort Sumner,
pression of contagious and infec- Guadalupe county, and La Lande
tious diseases among cattle and Roosevelt county. At Fort Sum
horses and provides for the ex- ner he attended the sessions of
tirpation of such diseases and to the Guadalupe County Teachers'
protect the Public Health.
The Association and made an address
Cattle Sanitary Board is charged in which he dwelt on the advantwith the responsibility of enforc- age of school districts uniting for
ing the provisions of this law. public school work, rather than
The law is an excellent one and dividing into smaller districts. A
properly enforced, will place New division means dissipation of
Mexico in the front ranks among money and energy.
Superinten
the states in the progressive dent Clark was pleased with the
movement to protect the public enthusiasm of the teachers, some
health and insure the sanitary jof whom drove overland fifty
condition of the meat and milk miles in order t attend the meet
producing animals.
ing, and with the hospitality of
The Cattle Sanitary Board has the people of Fort Sumner who
secured the cooperation of the had conveyances ready at; the
U. S. Bereau of Animal Industry depot for visitors and conveyanin conducting a tuberculin test of ces for showing the Pecos valley,
dairy cattle in the Territory. and who also gave a delightful
The work has been organized and public reception at the hotel for
the testing is now being done In- the teachers at which light re-

competent vetenarians'
During
the winter all dairy cattle in
towns having a popuoation of 500
or more inhaitants, and all dairy
cattle from which product are
sold in said towns, will be tested
By next year
for tuberculosis.
it is probable that the work will
be extended to include all dairy
cattle in the Territory.
The symptnnis of tuberculosis
are not sufficiently prominent,

wealthy easterners,

old-tim-

e

New Mexi

cans, lacal people and prominent territo-

Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes,

Gent's Furnishings

rial citizens.
They

Earickson & Co.

know lots

Furniture Hardware
Groceries Hay and Feed
Farming Implements and Wagons
We have just received a new and com-

here are

purchases.

plete line of Ladies and Gents Furnishings
Can you pay $5.00 per month?

ASK FOR OUR PRICES

Buy one or two and let them increase
in value while you pay for them.

freshments were served.
Superintendent Clark is much
O.
impressed with the fertility and
prospects of the Fort Sum netvalley,
lo his astonishment he
found some of the best kept and
tilled farms he had ever visited
in New Mexico.
Such places as
those owned by Dr. Radcliff. of
Belen, Frank Manzanares and
others were show places in every
sense ot the word.
The soil is
exept in advar cod
to en- excellent and 1,200 to 1.400 acres
able one to diagnose the disease are under cultivation while about
by physical examination.
The 9,000 acres are under ditches.
cattle may be in apparently good Land sells from $100 to $135 an
hi alth and ytt have tuberculosis acre and this is only upon conin such form that they are capa- dition that it will be actually
d
within a certain time iimit.
ble of spreading the disease.
Consequently it is necessarry to The tracts are sold from 10 to 1G0
use some diagnostic agent in lo- acres in size, although preference
cating the disease. For this pur is given to purchasers of small
pose the tuberculin test is being fai ms for intensive
recognized as being the most This year's crops were excellent.
certain means of diagnosing the Hundreds of acres are in alfalfa
and thousands of fruit treea are
disese.
There are two
The tubcrculic used in making being set out.
the tests is sterilised and filtered ditches, a high line and alow line
glycerin extract of pure cultures ditch. It is appearent that canWeetest
of tuberculosis germs. It is the als and laterals are well planned
cooked product of the germs but and laid out. The high line ditch
does not contain any of the germs. Is filled by a pumping plant at
It cannot therefore produce the Fort Sumner which lifts the wadisease and is as harmless as so ter ten feet. The townsite is laid
much distilled water.
When in- out around a beautiful lake and
h
17r
jected into a healthy animal no lot i are being sold at from $100
to
piece.
$750 a
Mr. Clark is
results whatever follow, but if
the animal has any tubercuks'sa certain that Fort Sumner will
decided reaction takes plaoe and make a good town especially if
the temperature of the animal the dispute with hunnysid; over
postoffice and name is sett! d.
No Piano has ever been more
risos.
enthusiastically endorsed.
The Artistic Case, the Easy, Responsive
All animals which are found to New Mexican.
Action, and above
all the deep, sweet, rich Tone, captivates performer
be tuberculous will be condemnand listener. The united verdict is that
Clever Scheme.
ed and destroyed and the owner
"Our sales of indigestion tablets aro
paid for such animals on a basis fiilllitK
nff rapidly," said litpni.i
LOMBARD
provided for in the law.
ARE
uf the patent medicine establish.
IPM
Wo
ment.
must do something
The work is important both
to
It."
Why mit start a rup
from a standpoint of public health counteract
torfor thn manufacture or rhal'1113
and economy.
The agricultural dishes?" suggested thn advertising ex.
interests are developing rapidly perl. Philadelphia liecord.
and as the climatic conditions ar
Formation of the People.
favorable for the breeding and The misses are nothing but the raw
materia!
must be fashioned Into
raising of fancy stock the time is the people.thatIbsen.
not far distant when this industry will be an important one in
Unu
Then Turn to Another.
prompt a..J rouble in it dealm. with ue"
',r"vl'" ' b
When you have set yourself to a
this Territory.
By erad 'eating
task, finish it.OvId.
the small amount of existing infection and testing all incoming
A Welcome Change.
Tmake. fcwry ..
uo üas irtal tl.i.
iu iupSw"
"Now. here is a piece of goods," iusin.iu.iiit i
breeding animals it will be a
said the voluble saleslady,
"that
These are samples of hundreds of enthusiastic
easy matter to keep speaks lor
letters
itself." "That's all right,"
received In every mall.
the herds free from tuberculosis rejoined the mere man
who was doand thus save heavy losses in the ing a shopping stunt for his better Dp.Mot Buy a Piano Until
You Have Investigated the Lombard.
half. ".Vow, ii yon will kindly keep
future.
quiet for a fuw minutes and give the
Wt! send the Imharrf
....days' tree
This is a matter in which evorv goods an opportunity to speak. II
nna.
pirty cn 10
""J
trial.
i' "aytbe P,d Hby eaay P;A
,1,011thly or quarterly payments.
inhabitant is interested and the bj ever so much obliged."
Credit will be
any
Kivea
customer.
A discount allowed fr all cash.
public should fully support and
Spreading the Gospel.
cooperate with the authorities in
GALE.SBURG PIANO CO.,
A missionary deaeoneBS
In I.ibevl.i
the work.
has edited in native dialect a book MANUFACTURERS.
GALESBURG, ILL.

J.

WELBORN.

I FORT

SUMNER,

NEW MEX.

HBBD

PECOS VALLEY HOTEL
FORT SUMNER,

N. M'

FIRST CLASS ACCOM MODATIONS

-

til-la-

Meals and Lodgins $2.00 Per Day.
Mrs. R. BEAUBI EN, Proprietress.

A. A. Wells
D

General Contractor
and

-

If

Praised by Press and Pulpit
PIANOS

I

gfcjl

--

--

-

IN

THE WORLD

II

V

1

-

E. G.

Austen,

Secretary Sanitary Board.

PINEULES for the Kidnsys
0 PAV8' TRIAU FOR Si.OO.
Vn sale ut the Sumuside Drug Co's.

containing the Ten Commandments,
the Apostles' Creed, the doxology and
a number of (be best known hymns.
The book Is not only the first book
published in tho dialect hut thn
successful attempt to make it a writ.
teu language.

nt

lite editor of this paper for further information
about the
H Piano, and a special opportunity to get one almost FREE.
:!'. get the barain of his life.
or e

r.a
'

Plans and Specifications Furnished Free

Paid Up Turn-Ke- y
Jobs
"A SPECIALTY."

Sim on K a t z
will sivclSaoO to the WooilmRtvTof the World
Camp
No. 68, towards building: a Hall, out of
the sale of
each and every SUIT of CLOTHES ordered from

him during the months of November and December.
Also 50 cents from every Tair of Pants
sold by him during; the same time.

THE

ly

:

Builder

emp Lumber Co
Headquarters
For all Kinds of
BUILDING Material,

Paints and Builders
Hardware
"Prices Right."
HARRY W. NAYLOR, Local Manager.
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Work Is the famer's capital.

Potato tops

are good for potato

t bugs.

Wilbur

m

D

Nesbit.

Animal food is essential for geese
and ducks.

Put the plghouse In good condition;
winter Is coming on.
A horse of quality will outsell
coarse grained one any time.

Prescriptions Not General.
Some people look on a doctor's prescription In the same light as a cookery recipe and pass It on to their
friet,ds for general use. They forget
that some symptoms may come from
totally different causes and that to
take a medicine prescribed for a
friend Is a very risky thing to do and
may do a great deal of harm.

Keep milk away from all other
foods a i it is a great absorber of
odors.

It is poor policy to feed Inferior
grain to the horse especially to the
work team.

In the opinion of the beauty doctor
many a homely woman has a fine face
for business.

Cash Is a good buy word.
To produce their full milk-givinNew wrinkles la farming show new capacity, cows should be kept as free
from disturbance as possible.
life.

The next time you have a cold on the
lungs try rubbing Wizard Oil on your
chest and see how quickly it will draw out
the inflammation and break up the cold.

Hornless cattle are preferred by
feeders and shippers, and they will
usually Day a premium for them.

The less a man knows about women the more he thinks he knows.

Cabbages should be pulled and hung
up by the roots.
Be sure the whole bodies of
eased fowls are burned.

dis-

and

which rears backward is
never safe for riding. One can never
tell when he will fall over backward.
A horse

Though exercise is good for the lay
It Is imperative that sheep quarters ing hens, we wouldn't advise having
the dogs chase them for that purbe dry at all seasons of the year.
pose.
The guinea hen is much relished on
A cow that is a hard milker, due to
account of the ganiey flavor of the
constriction of the muscles at the end
flesh.
of the teat, may be cured, If properly
The ram intended for use this fall treated.
should be pushed along as fast as he
Remember yourBelf when building
will stand it
poultry bouses and plan them so that
you may take care of them with the
A regularity of good feed and kind
treatment will make It unnecessary to least amount of trouble.
drivfj the cows in at night.
The bruise on an apple may not at
The gasoline engine is doing more once develop into rot but It will make
to keep the boy on the farm than a a brown spot which disfigures and
lessens the value of the fruit.
course of lectures, oral or printed.

Do you feel weak, tired, despondent, heve frequent head
aches, coated tongue, bitter or bad taste in morning,
"heart-burn,- "
belching of gas, acid risings in throat after
eating, stomach gnaw or burn, foul breath, dizzy spells,
poor or variable appetite, nausea at times and kindred
symptoms P
If you have may considerable number of the
above symptoms you are suffering from biliousness, torpid liver with indigestion, or dyspepsia
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is made
up of the most valuable medicinal principles
known to medical science for the permanent
cure of such abnormal conditions. It is a most
efficient liver invigoro tor, stomach tonio bowel
regulator and nerve strengthened
The "Golden Medical Discovery" is not a patent medicina or secret nostrum,
and attested
a full list of its ingredients being printed on its bottle-wrappunder oath. A glance at these will show that it contains no alcohol, or harm
triple-refined
g
drugs. It is a fluid extract made with pure,
ful
glycerine, of proper strength, from the roots of native American medical,
forest plants. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Props., Buffalo, N. Y

Dr. S. P. Spohn, President of the
of
Spohn Medical Co., proprietors
Spohn's Distemper Cure, was recently
elected mayor of Goshen, Ind., by a
good majority. Mr. Spohn was for a
number of years County Supt. of
Schools, making such a record that his
neighbours and friends, regardless of
political lines, Insisted on his accepting
the nomination for mayor.

a

When the hen no longer lays in her
nest, the wood block comes next.

Work done on the highway proves
good

What Ails You?

YOrit JOINTS ARK STIFF
WHEN
muscles sore from fold, rht;u!uiilisni
or

you slip, strain or brulso yourself use
Pa: when
JJayls' Painkiller. Tho bume remedy 7(1 years.

Well, sir, I met Jim Breen
His hair is getting thin and gray.
His eyelids have begun to droop.
His shoulders have a little stoop;
I hardly would have known him. No.
But we were boys this long ago.

Let's see.

' Conscience Is something
need It haven't got.
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those who
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The finest
assortment of

It's twenty years and more

plump.

And he could run and fight and jump
And stand all kinds of heat or cold
But, say, Jim Breen Is getting old!

table china

Why, look! When I walked up to him
"Hello,
And grabbed his hand with:

a

sv

a

tr

in

Jim!"

He looked at me a long, long while
smile
And smiled a
And said, as puzzled as could be:
Well, you have got the best or me."

Quaker
Scotch Oats

Now, who'd have thought the years since

then

Dairymen generally like cows with
Spasmodic salting is injurious to
They are much easier to
any animal.
Keep plenty of salt out horns.
speaks!
handle, there is less risk of their bewhere they can get it when they want
ing injured and they take up less
His memory Is bad, I know.
it
room.
I had to talk an hour or so
Reminding him of what a noise
Apple pickers should remember that
boys,
During the busy fall days, don't for- We'd make at school when wewewere
knew
the least puncture in the skin of an
where I lived, and folks
get to provide for the hen's diet as And
And still he said: "I don't place you."
apple results sooner or later in a rotwell as for other stock; while preparten spot.
ing dainties for the table, hoard up Poor Jim! He's getting old, that's all.
He used to be so strong and tall.
some for the hens.
Without a crowsfoot 'round his eyes
Keep the water In the troughs pure
gray hairs to give him disguise.
Or
and fresh and see that the loft Is well
It almost moves a man to tears
place
Prepare
nest
the
and
nests
ventilated and your pigeons will not
see how friends change with the years
To
eggs in them, so the pullets will learn
be troubled by canker.
to occupy them. It is important that And queerest of it all is, Jim
the pullets be early taught to lay in Said I iooked Just as strange to him,
Ducks and geese may be raised just
Said I was getting rather gray
the nests provided for them.
way.
And walked in a
away
runor
easily
as
from a pond
It's odd how age makes Jim Breen see
ning water as with it. Plenty of
as
A.ll
he!
same
folks
the
other
Farmers with silos are Inclined to
drinking water is sufficient for their
feel and show greater independence
need3.
than their neighbors without them.
say they don't care so much
When a team oí 'lorses stand up to They
season is, they are sure of
the bit in the same way it will be what thegood
feed.
found they do more work with less lots of
friction than horses that do not work
been
A new sheep disease has
in harmony.
found among flocks in central New
With milk above three cents per York state, known as "gid," and Is
He Will Not Down.
quart to the producer In most of the said to be the first case in this counman with the Iridescent whisk
larger cities, and good fall pastures, try. Gid is a brain disease, being a ersThe
boldly enters and approaches the
it would seem that the dairyman's form of staggers and is often fatal.
desk of the fretful hireling with the
lot is not so hard after all, especially
watching. haggard eyes and the laggard founThe family cat needs
at this time.
Cats prefer young chickens to mice or tain pen, and remarks in a low tone
of voice:
Give the chickens plenty of range, rats. Many valuable chicks have disI didn't expect to drop in
plenty of water, and plenty of nitro- appeared In this way and the cat but a
little idea just occurred to me
genous feeds during the moulting sea- looks innocent. After you have muzthat you may find worth using. It's
son and get them into the laying habit zled your own cat, then look out for this: What Is the difference between
Starving them the neighbor's cat.
before cold weather.
a young lady of great beauty and conwill not promote growth of feathers.
haughtiness who has been
After the wheat field has been plant- siderable company with a young man,
keeping
Labor-savindevices are appreciat- ed open up drains with the plow for and who has had an engagement with
water. A few
ed more on the farm than ever be- leading off surface
the young man which he failed to
fore. It seems almost impossible to hours' work spent at this will mean keep, and who meets the young man
get help to do the necessary work, the saving of much wheat from drownon the street and cuts him cold, what
and we are obliged to farm different- ing out. There will be much rain be- is the difference between her and the
ly and to use mechanical means in- tween seeding time and harvest.
young man who afterward wins her
stead of hand labor.
heart and hand and ratifies their enNitrogen is contained In great quan- gagement with a four-kara- t
solitaire?"
As pasture grass becomes short and tities in the air above us, but it can"There's no difference, is there?
killed by frosts, begin to give the cows not be purchased and used with profit The difference was between her and
extra feed, so they will hold up in In farming, except under special condi- the first beau."
milk. Taking the cows into winter tions. Clover and other leguminous
The
"It's a different difference.
in good condition, other things being plants can draw all they require from question Is: What Is the "
means
by
teady,
high
atmosphere
of
equal, will mean a
milk the
bacteria
"Never mind all that again. Go and
flow all through the winter.
that live on their roots.
give your problem to the heart-throeditor."
When scraping out the decayed cavIt Is not possible to maintain our
"All right, sir. If that Is the way
ity of a large tree to be afterward lands without clover and it Is best to you receive a friendly suggestion, all
care sow clover and plow It under. It Is well and good. She gives him a stony
filled with cement, as much
should be taken to remove every par- desirable to clip the clover two or glare and he gives her a glary stone,
ticle of decayed matter as a good three weeks earlier than it would be but you may consider my suggestion
dentist does to remove the dacayed cut for hay and let it He upon the unmade."
matter in a tooth before filling. Other- ground, and this helps the second
And he treads on the poor little ofcrop, which may be cut for seed; then
wise your labor Is lost.
fice boy's foot as he goes out.
the straw should be put back on the
Nothing Is better for poultry build- land.
And Still He Lives.
ings from a sanitary point of view
The man with the glittering whiskIt is interesting to note just how the
than a good coat of whitewash. Especially is this true when getting the cowpea crop benefits the soil upon ers tiptoes gently across the office
poultry houses ready for winter. All which it grows and Increases its pro- and looms over the desk of the pale,
may not be aware there Is quite a sci- ductive capacity.
In the HrBt place perspiring hireling with the discourThere are dif- it does so by increasing the supply aged mustache and the recalcitrant
ence in whitewashing.
ferent kinds, and each is adapted for of nitrogen, which it transfers from fountain pen.
"Say," lie whispers, "here's one that
a different use.
the air to the soil by means of the
bacteria which (ve on the roots of the Just occurred to me. It's yours if you
dairy cows, plant. This added supply of nitro- want to U8e It, and nobody need ever
The lack of high-clas- s
the high price of grain and mill prod- gen serves also to increase the growth know where you got It. What is the
ucts and the difficulty of securing com- of the plant as well as enriching the difference between a man who loans
at usurious rates
a million dollars
petent farm labor have brought great soil during Its growth.
during a time of panic and instability
hardship on the New England dairymen who have been neglecting the proThe fight against Insect, scale and in the business world and who subfruits, poultry, fungus diseases in our orchards must sequently collects his Interest by due
duction of gardens,
etc., which should find a place on not be dropped with the harvesting of process of law what Is the difference
and a monarch who disevery
farm.
the fruit crops. It cannot be hoped between n him
plot against his throne and
that you have, by your spraying opera- covers
of a nobleIncarceration
the
Your cows will not get enough salt tions during the summer season, kliled causes
by simply putting a lump of rock salt all the Bcale insects and fungi, and man whom he has reason to believe
of the plot?"
in the manger. A cow giving a good doubtless during the press of work Is the leader
"If there Is any difference, what Is
flow of milk, well fed, ought to have on the farm during the midsummer
two ounces of salt a day, an ounce season the matter will have been neg- it?"
"One gets his per cent, and the othin the morning and an ounce at night. lected, or very little done, since the
pent."
We would advise you to give this to fruit was formed, and it can be de- er gets his Sir
And the sunset casts Its ribbons of
them on their ensilage when you feed pended on that there will now be on
beautiful
ensilage and grain. You can take a your orchard trees a fine collection ol fire thwart the opaquely
of the dreaming lake.
II .sorts ready to hibernate and come bosom
email piece of salt in your fingers and
wpieh it and will soon be ah'.e tn .or'.!: in the sprh:g
s'.rongtT tlaa
'
.. . r.
Judge the amount In an ounce.

r
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Since we romped at the achoolhouse door.
Why, then Jim Breen was young and

Since lona before we grew to me- nWould have made such a striking change!
Now, honestly, Jim Breen looked strange.
He has deen wrinkles in his cheeks
when
he
And his voice shakes-lik- e

COLT DISTEMPER

iOan be handled very easily. The nick are cured, and all others la
jgu
stable, no matter bow "eiiKwed." kept from tiaving the die.
jjlwfcse, hy using BfUHNB LIQUli DISTEMPEK
CUKE. Give on,
jÍTtho tongue. or In feed. Acta on the blood and expels germs of
all Tonus or aiRtomper. west romea y ever Known ior mira in iwl
One bottle c'-- rail teed to cure one case. 60c an' II a bottle; stand
910 dozen or ilrumrNtsand harn ess dealers, or sent express paid by
Our free
how to poultice throat.
Eanufacturers. Cut bIiowbLoral
atrenta wanted. Largest selling
home remedr In ex la tonca twelve years.
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80 days $325 up
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Broadway.
P. O. Box
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Positively cured by
these Little Pills.
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You ran save monev bv wear
ing them. Will outwear any other make.
To be sure vou are netting Mavet Shoes, look for
the Mayer Trade Mark on the sole. Your dealer
will supply vou ; it not, write to us.
FREE If tou will tend u the aune of a dealer who does
not handle Mayer Work Shoes, we will send you rraa. poll- pata,
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We also make Honorbüt o hoes tor men. Leading Lady
Shoes, Martha Washington Lomtort Shoes, Yerma dish- ahoefl.
XjAíiv inn hhnea and nrwvial Ivlrvit

f(2X F.Mayer Boot&ShoeCo.
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Oil Heat

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.
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DYSPEPSIA
"Having taken your wonderful

X
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MAYER WORK SHOES

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Must Bear

t

sre made for working men of all classes and are

TflVER

Genuine

SHOES

(or
Itnolloolnecessary
clumsy

333

will

They also relieve
Dyspepsia, In-(- 1
i peat ion and Too Hearty
Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad
Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tonque, Pain in the
Side, TORPID LIVER,
They regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

CARTERS

'

Made of toiuzh stock, heavy lotet. solid counters.
double leather toes, double seams. Made soiid and
last longer than any other shoes you can buy.

SICK HEADACHE
CARTER'S
CJlTTLE

WORK

ff a work shoe to c
to aive eood wear. Have your dealer
show you the good looking, comfortable.
Mayer Work Shoes.

Indies and South America
I
I

jo suDStitute.

lake

Mr

fjrJ

Trip undermost Perfect Conditions
Also crulftpn to the Went

An Ideal

HAMBURG-AMKRICA-

tue Douoni.

I

"CINCINNATI"
21st Annual Cruiss Leaves
New York January
1U10

2,

j

Oil

Size Packages

Thc Largest manufacturer or
Men's Fine Shoes in thc world
Wear W. L. Douglas comfortables
shoes They are
made upon honor, of the best leathers, by the most skilled workmen,
In all the latest fashions- - Shoes In
every style and shape to suit men
In all walks of life.
If I could take you Into my large
factories at Brockton, Mass., and
show you how carefully W. L. Douglas shoes are made, you would
then understand why they hold
their shapei fit better, wear longer
and are of greater value than any
other make,
CAHTIdV.-S- ee
that W. L. Douglas
name tin (I the retail price la s amped on

"Casca

rete1 for three months and being entirely

cured of stomach catarrh and dyspepsia,
I think a word of praise Is due to
'Cascarete' for their wonderful composition. I have taken numerous other so- called remedies but without avail, and I
find that Cascarete relieve more in a day
than all the others I have taken would in
a year."
James McGune,
lo Mercer St., Jersey city, J. J.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.

5s2vjs

Without Smoke
No matter how sensitive your
olfactory nerves may be, or under
what working conditions you encounter the

lííiIJS&sí;.

PERFECTION

Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c. SOc. Never sold In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. guaranteed to
919
euro or your money back.

Gil

1

Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless

Device)

you'll not detect the slightest odor
of smoke. The new

Automatic Smokeless Device

BROWN'S
Troches
Bronchial

Initantlr relieve Sore Throat. Hoarseness and
Coughs.
Unexcelled for clearing the voice. Absolutely free from opiates or anything harmful.
Price. 25 cents. 50 cents and SI. 00 rjer box.
Sample aent on request.
JOHN I. BROWN & SON, Bortón, Mass,

positively prevents both.

Removed in an Instant for cleaning.

Solid brass font holds 4 quarts of oil sufficient to give out a glowing heat
for 9 hours solid brass wick carriers damper top cool handle oil indicator.
Heater beautifully finished in nickel or Japan in a variety of styles.
Every Dealer Everywhere,
If Not At Yours, Write for Descriptive Circular
s

to the Nearest Agency of the

CONTINENTAL

OIL COMPANY

(Incorporated)

TAKE A DOSE OF

piso
CURE
m ItSt
IMKWt

TOR

(N&H$Vba$

It will instantly relieve that racking cough.
Taken promptly it will often prevent
Asthma, Bronchitis and serious throat and
lung troubles. Guaranteed safe and very
palatable.
All Dmaviats, 25 cents.

The Truth
Life Insurance
Five booklets "Hat," "lie Jnt,"

-

ABOCT

'IIow to Figure It Out" and

opin-

ions of Gov, Hughes of N. Y, and
of Kev.T.lJnWIttTriilinajre will suvo
you many dollars Hent prepaid upon receipt of 14e In 8 Lampa or coin,
CHAS. H. miOWNELL,
176 Federal Street. Boston, Mam.

Turlock Irrigation District
of California
OPPORTUNITIES Unsurpassed.
land,
ABUNDANT WATER at low rate. Healthful
Climate. Everything; Grows. Strawberries at
Christmas. No Shelter NeceBSary for stork OK
coldest day or night. The DAIRYMAN'S PAO
ADIHE.
Write tor ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET,
Dept F, TURLOCK BOARD OF TRADE, Turlock. Cfe- sureties olutiies nicssb.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Color more poods brlohter and raster colors than an other dja. One 10c nsekaos colors all fibers, The dra In cold
lar better
aoj garment ariUiout ripping ipart Writ Iw Ira bssalst Ha to Dn. Blown and Mi Colors, MOMROB DRUB OO,.

di. You can dr.
' Jlno. other
IIHnolm.
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AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRE88 OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM

ALL

SOURCES

SAYINGS,
DO IN 0 8, ACHIEVE.
MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
WESTERN

NEWS.

Since tbe recent lynching at Cairo,
111., a committee
of fifty business
men has been organized to bring about
a better enforcement of the laws. The
mayor has closed all gambling bouses.
The "K" Club, a University of
Kansas organisation, has started an
agitation for the building of a $75,000
tadlum at Kansas City. It plans to
build the structure within the next
year.
The steamer Empress of China recently brought a consignment of 116
barrels of eggs from Shanghai, China,
to Victoria, B. C. This is said to be
the first shipment of the kind to
America.
The Union depot of the Rock Island
and the El Paso & Southwestern at
Santa Rosa, New Max., was burned on
the morning t November 23d, most of
the railroad records being destroyed.
Tbe loss Is estimated at about $25,000.
Hon. Lyman J. Gage, formerly secretary of the treasury, now a resident of
Saa Diego, Calif., was married at San
Diego on Thanksgiving Day to Mrs.
Ada Ballou, a widow of thirty-fiv- e
years of age. Mr. Gage is seventy-three- .
At Danville, 111., a few days since,
a charge of dynamite was exploded
under the fruit and wine house of Joseph Mascarl,. demo'ishlng five buildings and doing damage of about $50,-00Mascari charges members of the
Black Hand with the crime.
Wilbur and Orvllle Wright and
other aviators may soon be made defendants In suits brought by Prof. J.
J. Montgomery of Santa Clara College,
Calif., to establish his exclusive right
to certain devices which are now used
in the most successful aeroplanes.
Cortland F. Bishop, of New York,
president of the Aero Club of America, announced at the annual dinner of
the Aero Club of New England that
an effort is being made to bave the
international contests for balloons and
flying machines take place at Denver
next year.
At Auburn, Calif., after being out
one hour and fifteen minutes, a jury
i composed largely of sturdy mountain-- ,
eers acquitted Alma Bell of the mur- lover, Joe Armes, on the
der of
' ground her
that the young, unlettered
mountain girl was temporarily Insane
when she shot Armes.
Judge Smith
McPherson
of tbe
United States District Court, at Council Bluffs, la., has issued an order
postponing until March 8 the trial of
J. C. Maybray and others, indicted
on charges of using the mails to promote fake racing schemes and other
alleged swindling devices.
Among the conventions to be held in
Colorado next summer the most unusual will be the world's congress of
the deaf, to be in session in Denver
and at Colorado Springs August 6th
to 12th, at which time the most prom
inent deaf mutes in the United States
will convene.
In order that a clearer atmosphere
may be assured for the study of Mars,
Dr. Lowell of the Lowell observatory
at Flagstaff, Ariz., is installing a 12- lnch telescope on San Francisco peak,
At an altitude of nearly 13,000 feet.
Prof. V. M. Slipher will have charge of
the task of erecting the big telescope.
By virtue of an agreement between
the Union Pacific and Northern Pacific railroads for use of the latter's
Portland-Tacoma
track for Union and
Southern Pacific trains the Harriman
roads will begin to operate trains into
Seattle January 1st. Between Seattle
and Tacoma the Union Pacific has its
own track, owning a half Interest in
the Milwaukee line connecting these
cities. Until the Union Pacific terminals and tunnel at Tacoma are completed, the Harriman trains win be
run through Tacoma on the Northern
Pacific tracks.
GENERAL NEWS.
F. B.

Kellogg,

the

government's

prosecutor in the Standard Oil case,
says that the court decree actually
dissolves tbe company, that being in
effect the result of the injunction
Miss Louise W. Taft, daughter of
Henry W. Taft and niece of President
Taft, will be married at New York
City during the Christmas holidays to
George H. Snowdon, a Seattle lumberman.
Following the banishment of football from public school league sports,
the New York City Board of Education
has issued an order that hereafter no
schoolboy will be allowed in athletic
competitions unless he has a certificate from the school physician show-Ing'hphysical fitness to compete.
At St. Paul November 20th the
United States Circuit Court for the
eastern district of Missouri Saturday
handed down an opinion declaring the
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
an illegal combination operating in restraint of trade and ordered its

A tornado that struck Daxter, Mo,
22d,
November
demolished
fifteen
houses aad wrecked the Stoddard
county fair buildings. Including the
amphitheater. Two women and two
children were Injured.
Bradham hall, the girls' dormitory
of the South Carolina State Agricultural and Mechanical College for negroes, together with the dining hall
and kitchen, was burned a few days
since. Loss, $30,000; Insurance, $20,- Had It not been for the recent
trouble In Spain, King Alfonso would
have been a challenger next year for
the America's cup, according to a report published In New York. The
threatening troubles at home prevented the issuance of a challenge for the
International yacht race.
In order to attend the hunting party
of the Marquis de Pollgnac at Berru,
in France, Hubert Latham flew in his
monoplane from Chalons, a distance
of nineteen miles, In thirty minutes.
He killed a goodly number of pheasants and partridges and at sunset
boarded his monoplane again and returned to Chalons.
Negotiations have practically been
concluded at Paris whereby M. Paul-han- ,
the French aviator, will come to
America to participate in the exhibition flights during aviation week at
Los Angeles. Later he will give exhibitions at the Mardi Gras at New Orleans and at other places in the South.
1ft. Paulhan
will receive $20,000 a
month.
Americans were
Three hundred
present at a Thanksgiving dinner In
Exposition Park, Berlin, where the
American Exposition will be held next
year. Consul General Thackara presided and Prof. Benjamin Ide Wheeler
president of the University of California, made the principal address.
sent an address of
The gathering
greeting to President Taft at Washington.
Solon Chase, a celebrated figure in
the days of the greenback agitation, 30
years ago, died of heart disease a few
days since at his home at Chases
Mills, In Maine. He was 67 years old.
During the height of the greenback
campaign Chase stumped the country
as far as the Middle West, driving a
pair of steers hitched to a hayrack,
from the rear end of which he delivered his speeches.
Reports were received at Nairobi
November 22d that all the members
of the American hunting expedition
were well and would return to
November 30th. During the
hunting on the Guas Ingisu plateau
Colonel Roosevelt and Kermit Roose
velt, in company with the Chicagoan,
Carl E. Akeley, killed four elephants
for the American Museum of Natural
Historiy in New York.
The Wright Company of New York
has been Incorporated, with $1,000,-00- 0
sell,
capital, "to manufacture,
operate and otherwise use at any
contiAmerican
place on the North
nent and the islands adjacent thereto
machines, ships or other mechanical
for aerial navigation.''
contrivances
The directors are Wilbur Wright,
Wright, of Dayton, Ohio; George
A. Stevens, Henry F. Hooker and A.
F. Barnes, of New York.
The widespread allegations of deconditions in Portuguese
plorable
Uáíit Africa, particularly in the islands
of San Thome and Principe, credited
by recent English and American writ
ers to the existence oi a cruel slave
trade in African negroes among the
planters, are denounced as unwarranted fabrications by Col. J. A. Wylie,
Fellow of the Royal Geographical So
ciety of England, who has just returned from a tour of investigation in
that region.

NEWS FROM

WASHINGTON.

"I shall cheerfully aid in your proposed temperance move in the army,"
promises Gen. Fred D. Grant, In command of the Department of the Lakes,
in a letter addressed to the Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts of Washington, superintendent of the International Reform
Bureau.
James L. Davenport, firet deputy
commissioner of pensions, has been
selected for commissioner, following
the resignation of Vespasian Warner
of Illinois. Mr. Davenport is from
New Hampshire and has been deputy
commissioner twelve years. He has
been In the pension office since 1881.
Secretary of the Interior Ballinger
has decided that a private land owner,
having acquired the right to use
water from an irrigation project, may
dispose of all title to the land. This
carries with it a transfer of the water
right and of the purchase of another
tract of irrigable land within a recia-mation project.
It Is said to be shown by Department of Justice records aftecting the
electrical trjist, that the gov
ernment In July, 190S, was offered a
million dollar bribe to cease further
operations of the General Electric
Company and the Westinghouse Com
pany in particular, and of the Ameri
can Telephone and Telegraph Compa
ny incidentally.
Dr. Percy Jaffa has been appointed
pension examining surgeon at Trinidad, Colo.

James Freeman Curtis of Bastón,
now United States district attorney,
.

and once intercollegiate golf champion
of the United States, has been chosen
assistant secretary of the treasury
Mr. Curtis succeeds James B. Reynolds, who resigned to become a mcr.i
ber of the tariff board, and he w'.V
have special charge of customs tur!
tere.

For Little Miss
i

FREED AT LAST

ISk
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Mra. Rachel Ivle, Henrietta, Texas,
ays: "I would be ungrateful if I did
not tell what Doan's
Kidney Pills have
done for me. Fifteen
years kidney trouble
clung to me, my existence was one of
misery and for two
whole years I was unable to go out of the
house. My back ached all the time and
I was utterly weak, unable at times to
walk without assistance. The kidney
secretions were very Irregular. Doan's
Kidney Pills restored me to good
health, and I am able to do as much
work as the average woman, though
nearly eighty years old."
Remember the name Doan's. Sold
by all dealers. 50 cents a box. Foster
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Purchasing Power.
young gentleman
of our acquaintance, who had just reached the
age of six, was recently waiting with
his mother for a train at a railway
station, when he noticed a
weighing machine.
He asked
his mother a great many questions
about it, and at last received permission to drop in his penny and be
weighed.
Having obtained that important information, he said: "How
much would I have weighed, mamma,
If I had dropped in a dollar?"
A

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured

V

i

By Julia Bottom ley.
More attention has been given to
children's millinery within the past
three years than ever before. The
Is a greater number of designs
to choose from. This branch of the
milliner's art was neglected because it
was not profitable to the milliner. But
now the manufacturers of hats have
begun to produce numbers of pretty
and Inexpensive shapes, which may
be quickly trimmed, and the milliner
has been able to show a variety of
models at a price which her patrons
will consider.
Nothing will ever supplant the plain
"flat" In felt as the most popular of
hats for the little girl at this season.
hats, the
Next to It are the bonnet-likmushroom shapes, with drooping brim
and full, soft crowns. Two of these
pretty and childish models are shown
la Figs. 1 and 2. In the first a soft
crown of velvet Is very cleverly mounted to tbe brim. Six box plaits laid at
equally distant Intervals are slashed
so that a collar of soft ribbon Is run
through them and Is finished In a ribbon bow at the left side, toward the
back. The same ribbon is plaited in a
ruffle about the brim. Little original
touches, such as there are In trimming, are more valuable in making
children's millinery than any amount
of elaboration in work.
Fig. 2 shows a felt hat, faced with
white moire silk. A velvet crown is
circled with a crushed collar of silk or
ribbon, finished in the simplest of
t ows. A finishing touch appears in
the two velvet cabochons which are

NEW AND DAINTY.

Here Is something new and dainty
In a fall shirt made from cream delaine with plaited fronts and sleeves
and finished with a linen collar cut !n
points and embroidered with
dots. This collar Is bordered with a
very narrow edging of real Irish lace
and the bodice Is filled in with a
tucked collar and chemisette of white
lawn. A pretty finishing touch is givsilk tie made with
en by a gray-blu- e
open ends.
Sleeve Frills.
The tailors will again introduce the
plaited frill at the wrist of coats. This
was tried once before, but met with
little favor. The American woman insisted that the frill annoyed her and
that she could only stand it on elaborate afternoon costumes.
The French women have been wearing It all summer to match the plaited frill they wore at the front of their
blouses, but the French women adore
plaitings, ruffles and furbelows, and It
must be admitted that these garnlsh-lng- s
do not suit altogether the Anglo-Eaxo- n
wo""1"

-
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with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, ail they cannot react
the seat of the ulgeHse.
Catarrh Is a blood or coiiatl.
tutlonal disease, and In order to cure It yuu must taki
Internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken In.
ternally. and acts directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure la not a quack
It was prescribed by one of the best physicians
In this country for years and Is a regular presc ription,
It la composed of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, actlnit directly on ths
mucous surfaces.
Th'i perfect combination or the
two Initredlenta Is whuT produces such wonderful re.
lulu la curing catarrh. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHIvVEV
CO.. Props., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family PUIS for constipation.

The Cost of Politics.
of Grover
In his reminiscences
Cleveland, George F. Parker tells a
story concerning prodigal expenditures in politics. A rich man who
mounted at the front in place of metal had been nibbling at the Democratic
A
Bhape
Is nomination for governor of New York
ornaments.
"beehive"
shown in Fig. 3, which is covered with asked William C. Whitney's advice.
sl.k. The silk is shirred to fit the This is the advice: "Of course, you
shape of the crown, and the brim pre- ought to run! Make your preliminary
viously covered with silk, is finished canvass, and when you have put in
with a plaited ruffle of this material. $200,000 you will have become so
A rosette of ribbon or hemmed silk' much Interested
In It that you will
makes the decidedly pretty finish at feel like going ahead and spending
the left side. A knotted rope of gilt or some money."
silver brightens the model, laid over
"Julius Caesar" Sent to Bed.
the brim and tacked down at interAt the British Authors' club banvals.
quet in his honor, Lieut. Shackleton
The plain and perennially fashion-i.blfelt flat Is shown In Fig. 4. A told an amusing story of a man who
concession to the vogue of full crowns went home one night after dinner and
Is shown in the "Tam" crown of velvet took with him four or five others.
"Come in, boys," he said, "and have
which surmounts a large full puff. Bias
folds of velvet, shirred over a wire, a last drink."
"But your wife might not like it,"
form a big, spreading bow at the left
front and comp'ete the model, which one of the party replied.
"My wife!" was the answer; "I am
embodies the best features in chilJulius Caesar in my house."
dren's millinery.
On entering they were received by
A felt flat which is soiled may often
be successfully cleaned with gasoline. the lady of the house with the words:
"Oh, walk In, gentlemen;
there Is
A certain softness in the brim is desirplenty of drink in the dining room.
able, but if this lapses into "Soppigoing to
is
he
ness" the brim must be supported by As for Julius Caesar,
one of several methods employing bed."
Aire. Brims which droop prettily are
Country Neglecting the Children.
inuch more elegant looking and much
If the percentage of tuberculous chilinore becoming than a stiff, straight dren recently
ascertained by an invesbtim can ever be.
in Stockholm, Sweden (1.61
Only very simple trimmings are in tigation
per cent.) were applied to the schools
good taste for children. The models
of the United States there would be
shown here demonstrate that only the 273,700 children between the ages of
simplest are needed. Ribbon above all eight
and fifteen who are positively afelse, in the plain, soft weaves and havfected with tuberculosis, according to
ing a high luster, is the best material
a statement of the National Associa(o choose in decorating a hat for the
tion for the study and prevention of
little miss.
As contrasted with this
tuberculosis.
figure, there are only 11 open-ai- r
tuberculosis schools in operation in
BLOUSES
OF DRESDEN
SILK the entire country, and nine more unAt the lowest estiMany New and Effective Designs der consideration.
mate, even w ith all the schools now In
Have Been Introduced by the
operation and those proposed, accomCostumers.
modations will not be provided for
s
of one per cent, of the
Persian silk Is artfully utilized by children who
need this special treatmany blouse makers for the foundament.
tion over which dark chiffon falls.
The lovely design of this silk is eluSECRET WORKERS
sive in its coloring, and its uncerUpon Which Coffee Operates,
tainty adds a charm which is always The Plan
striven for by ttose who shun flagrant
Coffee Is such a secret worker that
or conspicuous tones.
It is not suspected as the cause of sickOne underblouse of Persian silk in ness
or disease, but there is a very
which green and mauve are veiled
sure way to find out the truth.
'ith a silver light is especially beauA lady In Memphis gives an intertiful under a black chiffon bolero.
esting experience her husband had
This is braided with black soutache
with coffee. It seems that he had been
and falls to the top of a folded girdle using
it for some time and was an
of silk. Long silk sleeves are draped
invalid.
at the top with chiffon, and emerald
The physician in charge shrewdly
buttons ornament the front and back
suspected that coffee was the "Worm
of the girdle and the outer line of the
at the root of the tree," and ordered
sleeves. Tiny black satin loops and
It discontinued
with instructions to
a small cravat nnish this blouse.
use Postum regularly in its place.
Persian silks are rising in favor besays: "We found that was
wife
The
cause of their
effects, making it possible to wear one blouse the true remedy for his stomach and
heart trouble and we would have gladwith two different suits.
ly paid a hundred times the amount
of the doctor's charge when we found
Two New Fabrics.
how wise his judgment was.
Among the new 'materia la
"The use of Postum Instead of cofclful names are the Thais moire and fee was begun about a year ago, and
AinsKa crepe. Both of them are quite It has made my husband a strong,
well
effective, but thev have nothing ...
man. He has gained thirty-fiv- e
pounds
gestlve of their names In the textures. In that time and his stomach and
heart
However, we nave such a variety of troubles have all disappeared.
fabrics this year .that it must be diff"The first time I prepared it I did
icult to Eet names for nil nr
not boll it long enough and he said
and we are adontine the nin v
there was something wrong with it.
method of using the name of the hour Sure enough It did taste very flat, but
tor our garments and our textiles.
the next morning I followed directions
carefully, boiling It for fifteen minutes,
Velveteen Coats.
and he remarked 'this Is better than
The richness of the long velvet coat any of the old coffee.'
may be almost repeated in velveteen
"We use Postum regularly and never
This material and cjrduroy are both tire of telling our friends of the benetoo beautifully made to be scorned.
fit we have received from leaving off
Velveteen never seems like an imi coffee."
tation but like a more durable quality
Look for the little book, "The Road to
of velvet. This it really Is. since the Wcllvllle," In pkgs. "There's a Reason."
weather has no ill effects upon It and
Pvrr rend the above letterr A 'new
ne nnneiirN from time to time. They
because it will outwear any velvet
are
irenulne, true, and full of hutnaa
that may be bought.
Interest.
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STOCK 8HOW AT
DENVER.

WESTERN

From the Awful Tortures of Kidney
Disease.

-- .

January 8 to 15, 1910.
During the week of the Stock Show
the 13th Annual Convention of the
American National Live Stock Association will be held, January 11 to 13;
also the initial annual meeting of the
Beef Producers' Association of Amer
lea.
Tue Colorado & Southern will make
a rate of one fare for the round trip
from all points in Colorado. Ticket
will be on sale January 9 to 14 inclusive. Final limit, January 17, 1910.
INTERESTED

IN WEST.

Meat Supply of the Future Mutt Coma
From Intermountain Country.
The great interest being taken by
the cattle interests of the country In
the coming National Western Stock
Show to be held in Denver during the
week of January
is largely due
to the fact that the country Is just
commencing to realize that the future
beef supply of the country must come
from the West. The West has the
only available pasture lands left. In
the corn states of the Middle West,
where heretofore the bulk of the beef
has been produced, the growing demand for wheat and corn has resulted
in the breaking up of thousands of
acres of pasture lands and cropping
them to grain. On top of this the
great influx of aettlers to the West
has almost driven the range cattleman out of the business and as a result
tbe country is confronted by a shortage of cattle. The West must be encouraged to grow cattle and the National Stock Show at Denver provides
the method of starting the work. The
National Record Associations of tbe
four principal beef breeds, the Shortand
horn, Hereford, Aberdeen-Angu- s
Galloway, bave arranged to have a
reprenumber of their best and most
sentative herds on exhibition at the
how and each of the associations will
put up fifty head of bulls and heifers
selected by a committee from the leading herds. These will be sold at public sale for whatever they will bring
to western breeders in order to introduce the pure blood into the western
country.
The new farmers coming into the
West have not been taking hold of the
live stock business for two reasons.
First, few of them are financally able
to buy a foundation herd and many of
them have no knowledge of the business. It is expected that plans will be
made to finance some of tbe new
farmers who desire to start In cattle
growing, and educational work will be
conducted through the big show. At
both the show and conventions in Denver, the cattle supply will be the prinA special
cipal subject
discussed.
train load of feeder buyers from the
East are coming to the show for the
purpose of purchasing the car loads of
fine stock cattle that will be on exhibition and incidentally to show the
profit there is in the business.
COLORADO NATIONAL APPLE
POSITION.

EX-

Denver Auditorium, January 3 to 8.
A rate of one fare for the round
trip will be made by the Polorado &
Southern railway, from all points In
Colorado. Tickets will be on sale
January 2 and 3. Final limit, January
10, 1910.

DIRECTORY

DENVER

CHANIHSE. Mammoth ríta
los mailed free. Cor. 16th and Blake, Denver.

RUGS

&

LINOLEUM

od'y

at wholesale prices. We pay the freight.
Hot cat a loir In Denver mulled free.
IAS
un co.

RAW FURS

Writo for our completa
price list and tags.
Highest prices paid and sat i Hfactory retaras.
LOTZ HIDE & WOOL CO. City, R. A,

Dtwwr.

rawfnfj. trh.

Colo.

TinnimiTrnA
1

II

sold,

malte

parts.

Ape lit

Address

Kapid

H.en.rBro.The

MciwniwLü., i
w Champa
Supplies and
repaired and rented.
Standard Folding and Royal Visible,

Department

H.

AWNINGS,

TENTS

AWMNO CO.
THE COLORADO TENT
The largest Puck Goods house In the West.
Root, a
1642 Lawrence St., Denver. Colo.
Gutihall. Pies.
RELIABLE

ASSAYS

: PROMPT

and Copper. $1.60. Gold and Silver refined
ana Dougm. write tor tree mamnr sarna.
OODEN ASSAY CO.. 153 Court Placa,
Colo.

PROOFS
r
WESTERN

H K
EL ATE HITE ItOOF-NCO.. Denver. Cola
til Equitable Bid. It
your dealer doei not

handle,

I

AniF5

FURS

ns dlrecfc

writ

STYLES
Established 1876.
Attention to Mall Orders
CO.,

Careful

THE HOWLAND MILLINERY &FUR
16th and Stoat, líen ver

H. T. CRAIG Solicits your business, either to
8ell or bur II A DO F0 Harnatw,Waa-oii- i
HaKcUhHMKNrNanil
w a w w e t e ry Baddies.
Wednesday,
Auction Sales
3 p m. West Denver Stock Yards, 1882
Street,

Phone Main

E. E. BURLINGAME
ASSAY OFFICE

N

&.

CO.,

laboratory

Established in Colorado, J866, Samples by mail or
express will receWepromptand careful attention
Gold StSilrer Bullion RUná- - "sited and tur
CONCENTRATION,

AMALGAMATION

0

J,

AN5

load lota
for terms.
Lawrence St., Denver, Colo,

TESTS

CYANIDE
1738-173- 8

-1-

PIANOS

WRITE

FOR

INTRODUCTORY

OFFER TODAY

you intend to buy a Piano
If
get

thiM fan
this offer now. Save $100 to 1160.
Liberal Payment Plan. THE KNIGHT-O- A
MI'IllOl. I, MUSIC CO, Denver, the
West's oldest and largrest music house.
Established 1874.

IINRniNTiNNFRYSr.Krs
wwf.a i nnmaiii work our specially.
for hides

HOLM,

Highest prices

paid

Head for prices an
Lajfi.
HGNI'Y
134 Sottth Ninth Htreet, Lineóla

Nebraska.

i a.u , . ...ti ...M.is, of
Land-'- .
TO CONSUMP1 IVES.
;, Virginia, y., v peui )p know our
E Iward A. Wilaon'sPreperatlon cf Hypheiphi-to- .
lir.-nle, Mr.
and Btodgetti from the orieiiial formula h
,,ey, p. cbably well
the Sovetign Remedy for Consumptieii. Aith-m;li for you to
i
lace me.'MEALS, 25 Cents
ROOMS, 25
Catarrh, La Grippe, Coughs, Gold, and
Ct
Julre I.oe Sands'?" asked
all Throat and Lung Ma'idiea.
'. '., as he I.i".; cut 1:1s hand.
DAY BOAD, $4.50 per WEEK;
BOARD and ROOM, $5.50 per WEEK.
"1
..n
JuJ-- e
Thousand of people nay Oiey have reliev-- e
Leo Sands' oldest
D. HOODKNl'YI.K.
Proprietor.
SUNNYSIOE, NEW MKX;
by it.
uausl'.ter," sa.d the K.veeuKt voice J
who have uei-it will have no
hri rv"r lnr'l, o:ie of tnne muo, Thohe
and recenmmend it to their fellow m
npi'llng voices that start the
on a cha;:e lor a mocking bird,
It ha cured many after they v.
It up at the pool
only to hr'n-up ax incurable by their iihysicionx.
the brook-fal- l
in quest of the
For full particular.-- . Ir.Htimonia, etc addle
harp of moss and watercrcssis tint
C. A. Abbot, Sole Agent,
?nds a bubbling cadence into its BO Ann
Street, New Yrok City, N. Y.
eddies and swirls. Purhaps it was the
southern accent that nibbled off the
corners and edires of certain words UNCERTAIN WHAT WAS WRONG
and languidly let others mist them-Felvt- s
SUMNER RESTAURANT
together, that gave It Its Nervous Man Worried Whether the
luscious penetration
however that
Clock's Works or His Own
may be. It was the must
Required Attention.
Light lunches will be served after each DANCE
voice 1 had ever heard.
A nervous little man stopped briskly
Hefore I ptrew fully conscious of the
or ENTERTAINMENT held in A. Drown Harris's
exquisito beauty of the girl, this voice into a jewelry store with a medium-sizeof hers spelled its way Into my brain
clock under his wing. He placed
New Hall
like the breath cf some bewltchins the
enronometer
on the
counter,
oriental essence.
Nature, environturned the hands around ; about one
Mrs. M. Philion, Proprietress.
ment, the security of a perfect mar- minute of 111 o'clock, and told tho exriage have ever combined to con3ti pert behind the counter to listen.
tute me loyal to my chosen one, yet
"It keeps perfect time." the custom
as I stood silent, like one dumb, ab- er said, "but I want to find out If you
sorbing the details of the loveliness of notice anything wrong with the way it
this Joans stranger who had so
strikes."
swept into my office, it came
The jeweler listened. "There's noth
over me that here was a woman In ing wrong," he replied with a grin,
tended to enlighten men who could not after the clock had struck, "except
CURTIS & WOLFLEY, Pitoi-'s- .
understand that shaft which in a! that she strikes thirteen instead of
ages has without warning pierced twelve. That can easily be remedied."
men's hearts and souls
The customer looked as relieved as
at first
sight. Had there not been Katherine if jie'd Just awakened from a bad
The Best Line Of Fresh and Cured Meats
Blair, wife and mother Karharina dream.
Iilalr Randolph, who filled my
"That's Just what
I've always
In Town.
as the noonday August sua lilis thought
ever since we've had the
the
well with nestling clock," he burst forth, "I've ahvavs
Of Town Ordeiis Soi.k
"Cut
warmth and restful shade after this felt sure It struck thirteen. Hut no
Interval, looking back at the past, 1 one else in the family ever spoke
of
dare ask the Question- who knows anu l was afraid to say anythingit.
f'Ut that 1 too might have drifted from about It for fear
there was something
the secure anchorage of my slow Yan- wrong with my own works. Well,
it's
kee bkxid and floated Into the deep worth the price of having the thing
waters?
repaired Just to find out I was right."
Heauty. the cynic's scoff, is In the
eye id' the beholder, or in a'.i angle of
vision mere product of limelight,
Won't Slight A Cood Friend.
HORSES HOARDED BY THE MONTH.
point of view, desire but Heulah
ADOBE CORRAL CAMP WITH CEMENT FLOOR
"If ever 1 need a coufrh medicim
Sands was beauty beyond cavil suagain I know what to (ret" declaro
HACK MEETS ALL TRAINS.
perior to :i!l
as definite aa
Mrs. A. L. Alley of Beals, Me., ,,for,
M.
Prop.
W.
HUNTER,
SUNNYSIDE,
N. M.
titer using ten bottk-- s of Vr. King's
N'ew Discovery, and seeing its excellent results in my own family and oth08I
Notice to Homesteaders!
ers, I am convinced it is the best mediNOME FOR PUBLICATION.
If your notice of intention to make
cine made for Coughs, Colds and lung
Doparlim-ntotho Interior, U. S. Land Ollite at
homestead
on
your
appears
linal
proof
trouble." Every one who tries it feel?
Oct. 21, urn.
R'"'".
just that way.
Reüt f is felt at onct in these tolumns, read it carefully, and
Notice is hereby
that I.en Wi'liam " of
de- - ,
.
Cates,
you
the
anv
:f
find
error
in
and its quick cure surprises you.
I'ílnfte' N. M. "r, on June Jut. Jti7. made 11.
For
names,
or
wription,
speilmgoi
ltshould
lscoa,
h.
1.4,
as. Tonhip 3 n.
forsw
Section
Bronchitis,
Asthma, Hemorrhage,
HnuKe sai K. km v Mereiiiun. has iii.il n ,tke of
Croup, LaGrippe, Sore Throat, pain in be reported to this office at once, so it
munttcn to make
Commutation
prouf, to
be corrected.
5Uc am' can
chest or lungs its supreme.
eataoliith claim to
land above
lfore
It might delay your final proof should Chavies (. Henry, the
U. S. Comnvasionor. at hia of- $100. Trial bottle free.
Gnarai teed
an error be allowed to remain in the tkein
Sun.m-r- ,
N. M.. on the sth day or lie- by Sunnj fide Drug Company.
L'mber, tí U.
notiee.

HOTEL de CAMP.
Cent.

ta

After the Dance

It

more than tin years (hp name has
Chapter 1.
"Friday, the 13th; I t!io'M at spokon for itself in ovory part of
Touch, if Bob lias started, thorp will tlm world when- - düllar-uia':ini.ia- No railroad Is
b hell, but I will see what I cm do." chines are installed.
The tound of my voice as drop- - financed, no (Treat "industrial" pro- 1'Pd the receiver seemed to part the jerted. without by force of habit. h:it- a
cf Kau- mists of five years and n.shor mo Into
the world of Then as though it had do!:h & Randolph, and every nation
when entering the market for loans,
never i asscd on.
I had been sittlner in my office,
let. knows that the favor of the foremost
tins the tape slide through my finders American bankers is something which
while its every yard spelled "panic" must be reckoned with. I pride my
in a constantly risint; voice, when self t! at at 4J, at the end of ten
tliey told me that, llrownley on the years I have had the helm of Ranfloor of the exchange wanted me at dolph & líundoli h, I have done not lthe 'phone, and "quick." Itrowniey was ililí to mar the great name my fa- our junior partner and floor man. He ther and uncle created, hut something
talked with a rush. Stock exchanga to add to lis sterling reputation for
floor men in panics never let their honest dealing, fearless,
inte-rritv- .
methods,
and
peeth hobble.
and other mercantile
"Mr. Randolph, it's sizzling over Hradstreet's
ííere, and it's getting hotter every sec- agencies say ia reporting Randolph
"Wotth fifty million
ond. It's nob that is evident to all. & Randolph:
I
If he keeps up this pace for 20 min- and upward, credit unlimited."
utes longer, the sulphur will overflow can take but small praise for this,
'the street' and get into the banks and for the report was about the same
Into the country, and no man can the day I left college and came to the
toll how much territory will be burned othce to 'learn the business."
Hut,
The bgys have as the survivor of my great father
fiver by
begged me to ask you to throw your- and uncle, I can say, my Maker as my
self Into the breach and stay him. witness, that Randolph & Randolph
Tliey a.ree you are the only hope have never loaned a dollar of their
millions at over legal rates, six per
now."
"Are yen cure. Fred, that this Is cent, per annum; have never added to
Bob's woik?" I asked.
"Have you their hoard by any but fair, square
hu:iness methods; and that blight of
ieen him?"
"Yes,
have just come from his blights, frenzied finance, lias yet lo
a lodging place beneath the old
cHce. and glad I was to get out. lind and-goiblack
siga that father and
,
Mr. Randolph
He's on the
uglier than I ever saw hlni. The lasf uncle nailed up with their own hundí
the
entrance.
time he broke loose was child's play ai tr
to his mood
Mother sent me
word this morning that she saw last
night the spell was Coming. He had
been up to see her and sisters, and
mother thought from his tone he
was about to disappear again. When
he told me of his mood, and
remembered the day, I was afraid he
might seek his vent here.
Also I
beard of his being about town till
long after midnight.
The minute I
o) ened his office door he flew at me
like a panther. I told him. I had only
dropped in on my rounds for an or- der, as they were running off right
mart, and 1 didn't know hut he might
like to pick up some bargains. 'llar- gains?' he roared, 'don't you knew the
day? Don't you know it 13 Krlds.r,
the 13:h? Go back to that hell-pi- t
and sell, sell.' 'Sell what and how
much?' I asked. 'Anythin-r- ,
everything. Give the thieves every share
they will take, and when they won't
take any more, rani a3 much a'.;aln
down their crops mitu they spit up
all they have been buying for the
last three months:' Going out i met
Jim Holllday and Frank Swan rush- ins In. They are evidently executing
Bob's orders, and have been pou-ln- g
Anil-'op:'s out Mr an hour. They
will be on the floor again in a few
minutes, so I thought if afor to
call you before I started to sell. Mr.
dlandolth. they cannot
take much
more of anything In here, and if I
begin to throw storks over, it will
h:!ng the gavel iniide of tn minutes.
nd that will he to announce a dozen
failures.
It's yet 20 minutes lo ora,
land God only knows wliat will hap- iren before three.
It's up to you, Mr.
Randolph, to do something, a.id
I am on a bad slant, you
haven't
p.tanv minutes to lne "
,'l,HR"d.0.lPj1.' "' S!?Un?. 0ver. Hre and Ge"''13 "otter Every Second"
It. was
then I droonert
th.
'
'
" a..
iih
mi- - ....'i.t.
irsúiutru my uní vui pl'R n m
vonint.'
ft,.,
ant
ne
Ha 1 hoi vmy üs
mentally nar- - sky. in height medium, girlish but
ivjlq
(?t
t
.rv.t liiiBtrns 11c mi1", vHuiiiiTiK
ever
ni
mail
dm l knew witla a fif'ure maturely
modeled,
five and ten millions crumbling from him as tho r.oiil of honor, that honor ot charmlrmly full
and rounded, yet by
Irioe values every few minutos, f wn tho old story-bookand I could not
of prnnurtlon Püratiln':
fliire this was tho work of Bob Brown- - credit his bini; tempted to jeopardize
suggestion of "plumpness."
The head,
l".y.
No one eiso In Wall street had unfairly the rlshts of property of ansurrounded and crowned with a wealth
the power, the nerve, and the devil- other. Hut It was habit with mo to of dark golden hair, rested
on a neck
ish cruelty to rip thinns as they had let Hob have his way, and I did not that would have
seemed short had Its
ripped during the last JO min- press him to come Into our firm as a slender column sprung
less graciously
utes. The night hefore 1 had pass- lull partner.
from the lovely lines of the breast and
ed Hob in the theater lobby.
I gave
Five years later, during which time shoulders beneath.
It was on the
him close scrutiny and saw the look affairs, business and social,
bad been face, however, and finally on the eyes
of which I of all men best knew slipping along as well as
either Hob that one's glances Inevitably lingered
the meaning.
The big brown eyes or I could have asked, I was preparing
tho face
with dimples in
were get on space; (he outer corners for another
to show my chum
either of the full cheeks, entering
of the handsome mouth were drawn that the time had now ccme
lor him laughing protest against the sad droop
hard and tense as though weighted. to help me In earnest,
when a queer that brought slightly down the corners
As 1 had my wife with me it was thing ham ened one of those
nf a mouth too Urge perhaus for
unacImpossible to follow him, but when countable
beauty, If the coral curve of the lips
incidents that God someI got home I called up his
house and times sees fit to drop
had been less exquisitely perfect. The
his clubs, intending to ask him to run paths of His children, across the life- straight,
nose, the broad
paths heretofore
up and smoke a cigar with nie, but as straight
and
visible as '"""head, the square, full jaw almost
I
could locate him nowhere.
tried highways along which one has never as '"w at t,le points where they come
aln In the morning without success, to look twice to see where
he Is trav- - beneath the ears as at the chin,
but when just before noon the tap5
one of those events that, locked
dignity and high resolve coti-a- t
began to Jump and flash and snarl, I
retrospectively, arc beyond all hu- - llleíl wltn a power of purpose, rare in
remembered Hob's ugly mood, and all man understanding.
woman. The combination of forehead.
it portended.
It. was a beautiful July Saturday
a'"' n"se waa "eldodi seen. Had
Fred Hiownley wn-- Hob's youneest
l'ossras!(l by a man It would
aoon and Hob and had just "packed "
brother, 12 years his junior,
.
.
had
lie
iirett- l.rJVO rlt'K-on.. t,.
fnr iIia .1.,..
tu"
X to Joining
'" .1...
."
.
.
been with Randolnh A Iia,tt,,i,
'
great- on my yacht (or a run '
"la
"annoipn
"
nut
the
7
l'essicn.
tae day he left college, and for over duW t0 oar lace a, N
est glory of
was her
t
year had been our most trusted SIeppeU out of
'.ves- -la rxe. full, very gray, verv blue,
his office one of
stock exchange man.
Hob Drown- - ,.,erks
Tiv,rt
w'"h
oml
Ue
glamour
"
of
announced
that a lack had
her per-le- y
when himself, was as fond of his ' , an ha(1 ,
sonality, full of smiles and tears and
a,ticula,,y
baby btoüier. as he called him. as it,
snirltujlitv a,t OJJ
his beautiful southern mother was of!
,,.''
,
franl.lv innocent, th.'.v iiiun,t.H
"
'
.
site De, coming ,
both; but when the devil had possein at this time on Saturdav, Just
' a ''lunle Marl"'ina; the nejt,
when
Hob,1,r"";h
S"'n
,h" extraordinary, long,
sion of
and his option during tli" all alive men are In a rush to shake
the
last rive years had been exercised the htat and dirt of business for food jí','b''"'li 'flashes underneath
many a time mother and brother had and the good air or all
ulac'k
lent'lled
they
""'1''
outdoors""
.
reKS,;d'
T
to take their place with all the rest
allured.
Bob.
afterward
Then he said ' "S'-'ofound much of this girl's purely physi
of the world, for then Kob knew no her In."
lay In this strange
kindred, rto trienda.
All the
wide
Another minute and he Lad his an-- 1 cal lasctnation
Wending of English fairness with An
wnna was to him during those pe- - swr-r-.
daluslan
pons a jungle peopled with eavaga ' , lady entered
tints, though the abiding
yuallty of her charm was surely in an
nnimais ana repuiei tu hunt and tight
"Mr. ili'ownley?" She waited an in- enaltation
spirit of which she might
and tear and kill.
stant to make sure be was the Vir- make the of
dullest conscious.
As she
It fa hardly necessary for me to ginian.
stood looking at Bob In mv office that
explain wlio Randolph & Randolnh ara.
Bob bowtd.
(To lie continued)
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Have a Midnight Lunch at

FORT

5th. STREET MEAT MARKET.

tted."

Livery Stable and Feed Yard.
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The Blot on His Past.
"Haven't you anything to confe-to
r.ie before it Is too late?" the as!;,.,,
It
"lieniember that
will be much better for. ns to part even now than it
will be alter
row. Think. Isn't
there in your past something that yon
have hidden from me? Don't be .afraid
to confess it. I will fnreivo yoii If it
is not too terrible, and then we can
begin our married life with no shadow
.o darken the pathway before us."
"Well, Bessie." he replied, as he
avoided look lug into her eyes, "there
I am
Is something.
going to throw
myself upon your mercy. Don't judge
nie loo severely.
Have pity. I once
carried on a stamp flirtation with a
girl for two months."
Unfortunatfc New Yorkers.
Now York wi have beciuue so
hardened to eating the k( raime producía of the cold Ktorage vaults that
the íresh foods of our childhood
would probably seem unpalatable.
To
to uhí pale,
uie tuner ucrnsionteu
tasteless chicken of our hotel
and
rewtauranls, a real
broiler,
tdain within the current year, would
la.sie "strmifc" and obnoxiously
Similarly, a really fresh eirg,
neither iced nor partially hatched.
In

j

"'K111

il,,'s

sei-'-

tlJ

"f

sopliisUent'.--

Pusst.ns too runny of the at- tributes of the ingenue. New York
Evening Sun.

CHERISHED VIOLIN

A

WRECK

Sad and Ignominious Fate M( With
by Musician's Highly Prized

Instrument.
After being presented, bearing an
inscription in letters of gold, to its
owner on his winning the first prize
at the Conservatoire at the outset of
his career and having been played on
by him day by day ns he rose to a
position of some eminence in his profession, a violin met with a sad and
ignominious fate. The performer left
the violin at the house of one of his
pupils, whose mother gave a musical
reception that evening. It was taken
out of its case during the party, admired by connoisseurs
and even
played upon by amateurs. Then It
was forgotten and laid down upon a
chair without being put back Into its
case.
I'nfortunately a stout and
shortsighted guest did not see It nn
upon
the violin. The lady of the
sal
house, in despair, consulted the best
authorities, but the most expert violin doctors failed to restore It to anya normal state of health.
thing lii-The instrument was crushed beyond
healing anil can never recover. The
owner sued the lady and has obtained
from the courts $100 damages and an
order that the mortal remains. of his
violin be handed over to him. For.
although the Instrument is dead, what
left of it "nevertheless." as the
tribunal feelingly observed, "conati- tlltes for tne plaintiff a precious me- Paris
mento of his first successes."
Correspondent London Telegraph.
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Claimant numeH rn wilnfflspH:
A. f'vrliini.,
in Porliin. V.

nf Sunny nklp, N.

M. Ifurtter,
Alldredtre, ait

W.
Cf.

M.

CONTEST NOTICE.
T. C- iiejr'au-rDepart P'ent of the Jntrror. t.'. tí. I mi Office.
Oct
K sw.'ll, N. M.. Cel. 2, IW..
Hl ti in
A aufficinttinttsl
havii n
y Ptter
ock y. mn pstunt apHinat
thin uttice
Seri:il flJiW-- it
iomeatfan tntry, Wo. Hut, inttlr Oft. 1.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
- l Sn limi i ,T..vrhTi N. Kim.
f. r nirth-eaDepartment of the Interior. U. S. Land OíTil-m
n
ik., n.m.I'. MtTidibii, hy i.li .ni
ut. KtiHuelt. N. M Oct lit itt.o
in which it is a. ev.cu h.i4. Haiti tmomi.n In. a
Notice i herchy (riven that Wekkn h Ciitlenpie.
uhanrit niHl wiil Imi 1' r n trt' thim s x
t
uneoi the hens of
months ant iiOHt. said art.cn uro íiertiLv licit Jtii-b. Gil entnp
to aptiii. rtHiji,ii(i. nd ollVr evktnft toucbin,' hhil; on J une 22, ima. made H. Kurry I1LT, Ser"it h,n,
allejiatit li at ll u t:!(n k a. m. (n Dec. 1,
hetore lM2t(i). for K
L'ri
vliun 2. Twp. 1"N..
and on July ÜH, lhli. made H. E. Ii;7ft ficriut
he Heirister nnd Keceiv r at the Ln li-- Statie
iMi'W, for k k
Hwiion 3ñ. Townnliip 2 N
l.aiul i'Hice in Jttpweii, IN. rvi.
y... n.m. p. Meridian,
'1 illotnin,
IlantreL
KeK.Hter.
T.
lia li!l not fee of
ov
27
not
niuniton lom iKe r inai r ive Year Proof, totstal
lishclatni to the land above riencriberl, befre
VV'.
M. WedittiiKion.
U S. C'omr. at Kicai-doN. M., n
the 1th day of December, 1909.
Cfaijuam nanita t.tt witneaapit:
Brown Harrn
CONTEST NOTICE.
Vill Maxwell, Ira 1. Gillcapie,
Isaac .Sanduvul;
all of Suimi sitie, N. M.
Departmf nt of the Intn irr, ITuited States IanrJ
T. C. Tillotson.
Kejrwter.
N. M.. Nov. f, 19. i).
Office.
oct 23 nov 27
A sutficiuit c(.nii3t affidavit hi-- nK been (iied
contettnnt,
;n Ihia nifice by Miiiy E. MeFrancia,
Kfajist HunKHiead entry No. Ü419U, tnace Match
Serial mw,
18th, i('8, lor (ltU acrtsl Norihwist Quarlvr.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Sectkn 1A. Township 2 North, Ruiik 2fi Kast by
alin
Edmund T. Cavttl, ci ntt alee, in which it
.
Druartmint nf thi- inlcrii r. UtiiUilStali.
iened lb.it tkimund T. Carrol hs failed to ( tb- IJÍTlco at RoHwiill. N. M.,
1Í.W.
Í8h hia rfnidtnee in said Irml, nnd that anid
Not ic? in hui cby pivtn tlial Martha E. Walker,
ract ib not settled upon, cultivated end iniprcvetl, of liicardo, Guartulliii:o..
N. M. who, on Man-by said party aa required by law. Said part'ea are ax.
taadp Homvtttead Entry. No. 21.r.74.
nereby notified to appei r respond, and olVcr evi- - no. uatio.'i.
for k
Stiition .12, Township 2 n..
lence tcuchm? sa:d KlleKat;on at 10 o'clock a. tn. KanKf 2ft
N.M.i'. Meridian,
hns fiM notice of
n Jinuary Kth, 1'Jlu. before w. M. w ja .inri on.
t,nill States Commikm-r-. Kieanlo, N. M., lano intention to 7"L '??i'ThT.. i'T í J"ÍO-;rí.m,
'
Z,
tí
dial fnal hearing will be held at n.neo'dlock a. ra. t?,Wsh1"
'
M.. on the 8th day of December. J90Í.
Keceivfr at the United States Land Office in
t
itutnant
witneHses:
R.
nainiftiia
J.
WaHeri.
M
KÍ'.Jontue, J. N. L'ne; all"
?LN.
In .Diwfraffi.lavit.
Mmo w m
bich
,.
filed November 6th, 191 ft net f rth factn
1
'"tmn. Kejíisler.
ahow that alter due dili(nee pemnnal serviré of
27
oct
h s notice cannot Le marie.it i hereby ordered
by
jnd direc ed that such notice shall be ttivtii
due rmi proper publieatic n.
T. C. Tn .I.OTSON. Repister.
(NovüW
CONTEST NOTICE.
Department of the Interior, United States Land
SerU 06T47
OíIiceatKosuell N. M., Qet. 2, liNW
A sufiieit-n-t
CONTEST NOTICE.
aflitlavil havintr Iwen lile! in
this Ollice bv Oenrire Yockev. nnnt. slant oiraiimt
Department of the Interior, United States Land Homestead Entry, No. 2ull7. ma.le .Sept. 2i(. mi.
14'"
N"w
spotl"
Township 2 n., Raniie2r. k,
Ofhce. .Santa Fc N. M. Oct.. y. 19.9.
N M p Mrkij(Uli by Wi(liBm T. Olaanvock.
Contení
A Mulficient contest affidavit havinur been filed tee. in which it is alleired that said entryman has
in this oifice hy John A. Miller, contestant, a- - wholly abandoned said land fur more, than six
past,
mtn
said parties are hereby notiliwl
laat
"is
trains! Homestead Entry, 144599. made .lime 9th, to appear, respond, and oiler evioenee touch inir
liiOK. for South-wenSectien 7. Township 2 N. said alleiration itt Hi n'cloctt n. m nn MwmUrbefore the Kerrmter and Keciverat the United
Ranpe 21 E. N. M. P. Meredian, by James F.
States Land Office at Roswell. N. M.
McMeekin, Contestee' in which it is aliened that
T. ('. Tillotson, Register,
27
aaid James F. McMeokin
oct
has wholly abandoned
more
a period of
for
land
said
preceedim?
next
months,
six
than
October, 22nd 1909 the date of said contest aflida
CONTEST NOTICE.
vit and was not at said time residing upon and
cultivating the same. Said parties are hireby
Department of the Interior, United SUte
notified to appear, respond, and ofir evidtnee Lana office Roswell, N. M., Oct., 7th, 19(?9.
touchiiiR said allegations at 10 o'clock a. m. on
a sufficient ccntest affidavit having- - been filed
Dec. 27. 191)9. before Frank N. Patre, U. S. Court in this office by
against
Sun Duvall,
M.,
and that Aral H. E. No. 11011. made Feb.. 13th. 1907. Fn- w 1.9
Commissioner at Buchanan. N.
bearing will be held at 10 o'clock a. m. on Jan. 7, NE.
N 2 NW
21.
Towniihm 1 w
Section
1910. before the Register and Receiver at the Uní- -, Rantre 27, E. by William
Akers, contestee, in
ted State Land Office in Santa Fe. N. M.
which it is alledged that said William Akera haa
The said contestant having, in a proper affidavit wholly abandoned the said tract: that he has
filed Oct. 2Í1 19U9, set forth facta which show that changed his residence thereform for more than
after due diligence personal service of this notice six months since making- said entry and next prior
can not be made, it is hereby ordered anJ directed to the date hereof; that said tract is not
settled
that such notice be Riven by due and proper pub- - upon and cultivated by said parly as required bv
law: that hia alleged absence from aaid land wan
ucation.
not due to hia employment in the Army. Navy, or
Manuel R. Otkro, Register.
nov 30 dec 4
Harm Corps of tho United Slate, a. a orivata
soldier, officer, seaman or marine during the
war
with Spain, or during any other war in which the
United Sutes may beeninured, and this, the said
contestant, is ready to prove at such time and
place aa may be named by the Ketriater and Recai- -j
ver for a hearing- - in said case, and he therefore
aska to be allowed to prove aaid alterations, and
that said homestead entry No. 11011 may be de- -,
dared cancelled and forfeited to the United'
SUtes, he, the conteaunt, payiny the expenses of
Succeed when everything else fails.
such hearing. Said parties are hereby notified
In nervous prostration and female
-,.u miict a.iuence loucnlna; mm
...iuu10 o'clock,
weaknesses they are the supreme
a. ra. on Dec. 4th. Vm,
remedy, as thousands have testified.
before D. 3. Townley, U. S. Commissioner at
(and
N. M.
that final hearinn: will bj held
FOR KIDNEY, LIVER AND
at 9 o'clock a. m. on Dee., 13th. 1909 before) Die.
STOMACH TROUBLE
ReitiBter
and
Receiver
at the United States Land
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it
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vulslve grasp as she felt the pack
THE women of the world would
F YOU something pleasant hear
leaders fling themselves against the
ilevelon a sense of beauty.
About some one you know, my
J outer side.
would apply It first, to that body which
IMM!
dear,
The story opens with the shipwreck of iMIUUI.ll.il Ml .1111111
made; secever
God
thing
Is
fairest
the
Genevieve
on
Miss
steamer
which
But
Blake
had
lashed
the bamboos
the
Make haste to make great haste t'were
to the fit clothing of that fair body
Leslie, an American heiress, Lord
well.
securely together, and none of the ond,
an Englishman, and Tom Blake,
In all honor to the immortal Boul within; To him or her the same to tell;
beasts was heavy enough to snap the third, to the encompassing household For such news has a golden way,
a brusque American, were passengers.
upon
uninhaban
were
of
tossed
life's
many
three
The
supple bars. Finding that they could walls, within which so
lighting up a cloudy day."
ited Island and were the only ones not
are passed and such high Of
not break down the barrier, they be- tenderest hours
drowned. Blake recovered from a drunkdone by this threefold expression
duty
en stupor. Blake, shunned on the boat,
gan
to scratch and tear at the thatch of beauty, the beauty which is truth and
Have a Hobby.
because of his roughness, became a hero
which covered the frame. Soon a pair right, they would do more to elevate the
The
as preserver of the helpless pair.
Have you noticed how interesting
Englishman was suing for the hand of
race and purify politics than even iu
jaws
snapped
lean
of
and
in
thrust
Helen a woman may be who has a hobby?
Blake started to swim back
Miss Leslie.
of suffrage will accomplish."
at the girl's skirt. She sprang back, right
to the ship to recover what was left.
Campbell.
Whether it is birds, bees, flowers or
Blake returned safely. Winthrope wasted
cry:
Mr. Win"Help!
Quick,
a
with
china, there is always something rehis last match on a cigarette, for which
Diet In Obesity.
thrope!
They're breaking through!"
he was scored by Blake. Their first meal
freshing
about her for she is enthuwas a dead fish. The trio started a ten
The problem of reducing flesh Is siastic,
Winthrope made no response. She
and enthusiasm is the impor
mile hike for higher land. Thirst atas
problem
largely
individual
an
lying
stooped,
found
him
inert
and
tacked them. Blake was compelled to
tant quality which gives zest to life.
carry Miss Leslie on account of weariWhat Is one man's meat is anotner
where he had fallen. She had only
We can never learn too much of
ness. He taunted Winthrope. They enreduction
Usually
the
poison."
man's
upon.
A
of
to
screen
depend
herself
was
passed
tered the jungle. That night
with a free use life's interesting things, and she who
roosting high in a tree. The next mornsharp sticks which she had made for of the diet by one-fiftspecializes on one subject may give
ing they descended to the open again.
the entrance was leaning against the of muscular exercise, the loss will be to her
All three constructed hats to shield themfriends much that will enrich
To slow, but any method which reduces
selves from the sun. They then feasted
Inner wall, within easy reach.
and improve their knowledge.
on cocoanuts, the only procurable food.
avoided.
be
should
rapid
rate
a
at
grasp
against
fat
it
the
thrust
other
it and
Miss Teslie showed a liking for Blake,
Life is too short for us to be ins
of the regular food is
framework was the work of an in- When
but detested his roughness. Led by Blake
they established a home in some cliffs.
eating sparingly of tat and formed fully upon many lines; but we
reduced,
stant.
Blake found a fresh water spring. Miss
intelligent upon the
all desire to
situation,
Still she trembled, for the eager bread with moderate exercise the re- common topicsbe
Leslie faced an unpleasant
of the day, and the
They planned their campaign. Blake re
the sults are never disagreeable. The loss
ripped
from
the
thatch
beasts
had
glass.
magnifying
surveyor's
his
covered
is
canopy, and their inthrust jaws made of one pound or a little less In a week common things we see, and there
thus Insuring fire. He started a jungle
really no excuse for this lack. There
fire, killing a large leopard and smoth
short work of the few leaves on her is all that should be desired.
acnot
many
erine several cubs. In the leopard's cav
women
are
are
who
not
Milk, bread, butter, sugar and poscreen. Unaware that even a lion or a
ern they built a small home. They gained
with the robin; look for Its
the cliffs bv burning the bottom of a
tiger is quickly discouraged by the tatoes are all fattening, and should be quainted
coming in the spring as eagerly as the
tree until it fell against the heights. The
knife-lik- e
splinters of broken bamboo, almost entirely eliminated from the
cliffs.
trio secured eggs from the
children do. Even the busiest houseMiss Leslie's white skirt was decided
she expected every moment that the diet of the corpulent person, or eaten
upon as a signal. Miss LeBlie made 8
wife will find time to do the things
jackals would bite their way through very sparingly.
ilress from the leopard skin. Blake's efOrangeB are a pleasant aid to the she very much wants to do, and If
forts to kill anteloDes failed. Overhear
her frail barrier.
ing a conversation between Blake and
choose the thing that seems to
the sharpened woman who wants to grow thinner. you
She remembered
Winthrope, Miss Leslie became fright
you most Interesting, you will find
ened. Winthrope became ill with fever.
stakes of her screen, bidden under the Take the juice of two sour oranges at new and wondrous things open up all
leaves and grass of her bed. She every meal. Use lemon juice for vin
in its study. This universe
CHAPTER XIV Continued.
groped her way across the hollow, egar: eive un oil with salads. No the while
of ours is an exhaustless library from
and uncovered one of the Btakes. In cream or sugar in coffee, sugarless which we may
At noon, having learned that Wln- draw and ever Bee beDr. Weir Mitchell advocates
her haste she cut her hand on its fruit.
thrope's condition showed little change
yond beauties which we can not reach
safe
for
the
milk
draughts
of
skim
e
unheeding,
she
All
edge.
razor-likBlake ate a hearty meal, and at once
or hope to understand.
sprang back towards the entrance. She reduction of flesh.
set off down the cleft. He did not re
Man'B reach is beyond his grasp or
It taken plentifully at and
He
states
smaller
of
the
soon.
One
too
none
was
In
appear until nightfall; though at
what's a heaven for.
one between meals It will reduce flesh a
head
and
forced
its
had
jackals
step
People will call the rider of a hobhis
Leslie
had
heard
Miss
tervals
leg between the bars, and was strug half a pound a day. This must be re by a. faddist, or a crank; but don't let
as he came up the ravine with his
othdieting
in
Is
with
to
be
membered
opening.
gling to enlarge the
us forget that what were once fads
loads of thorn-brush- .
Fearful that the whole pack was er foods.
and fancies are now staid realities.
This course of action became the
each
water
cold
in
taken
Baths
girl
upon
her,
in
the
about to burst
Cranks are what turn things, so don't
routine for the following ten days. It
morning on rising, with a vigorous be afraid of being a crank. Many of
both
In
stake
bamboo
grasped
the
was broken only by three incidents,
brushing with a flesh brush, will help our great Inventors had the pleasure
lungstabbing
began
and
and
hands,
all relating to the important matter of
ing at the beast with all her strength. accomplish the desired result.
of bearing that cognomen and lived
Winthrope had soon
food supply.
No cereals, no hot breads, save dry
The jackal squirmed and snarled and
to rejoice over it.
In
an
broth,
showed
such
and
tired of
veal,
any
no
pork
form;
in
no
toast;
was
girl
snapped viciously. But the
satiable craving for cocoanut milk
none
possible;
as
water
as
and
little
Girl Was Now Frantic.
nearer,
The
and
pressed
now frantic. She
that the stock on hand had become
meals.
got w'at'll do for 'im! Run, you swine; ferocious outburst of snarls and yells, though the white teeth grazed her at
exhausted within the week.
Some authorities claim that a lithim.
upon
flung
themselves
wrist, she drove home a thrust that
"
The day after, Blake took the rope you
a
Had it not chanced that Winthrope changed the beast's snarls Into a howl tle food taken often is better than
There followed a torrent of cockney
ladder, as he called the tangle of
larger amount at stated intervals, as
arm of pain.
one
with
strike
side,
could
upon
she
his
Before
lying
was
blushed
knotted creepers, and went off towards abuse so foul that Miss Leslie
up, he would have been fatally again, it had struggled back out of the food consumed Is thus more easi
the north end of the cleft. When he scarlet with shame as she sought to thrown
ly kept under control.
by the first slashing bites of the hole, beyond reach.
wounded
of life It Is giving;
so
JL HETo secret
had
the
excitement
the
dark,
But
quiet
before
him.
a
little
returned,
alcoholic stimulants should be
minister and to serve;
The two which sought
Tense and panting with excitement,
lower part of his trousers was torn to heightened his fever that he was in a his assailants.were baffled by the thick
waters
tabooed, water and mineral
Love's law binds the man to the angel,
tear him
she leaned forward, ready to stab at
And ruin befalls If we swerve.
shreds, and the pulms of his hands raving delirium. It was close upon to
be regarded as harmless. Tea or
ma?
lead- the next beast.
while
coat,
their
Blake's
and
appeared,
of
folds
None
There are breadths of celestial horizon,
were blistered and raw; but he carried midnight before his temperature fell,
was presently she became aware that the coffüe with a little milk; but no sugar
victim's
throat
the
at
Overhanging the commonest way;
er's
slash
e
death-liktorpor.
After
and he sank into a
a heavy load of cocoanuts.
The clod and the star share the glory,
by the ex- may be freely permitted.
barred by the upraised arm. With a pack had been daunted
vain attempt to climb the giant palms In her ignorance, she supposed that he savage
And to breathe is an ecstasy."
on
jaws
closed
snap, the beast's
perience of their unlucky fellow. Their
Lucy Larcom.
on the far side of the river, he had had fallen asleep.
to
arm, biting through to the bone. At snarls and yells had subsided
the
hand,
in
at
grove
near
short-livefound another
for soon the same instant the fourth jackal
Her relief was
coming
In
to
Season,
be
seemed
Oysters Are
the little plain, and had succeeded in she remembered Blake, She could see tore ravenously at one of the out- whines,a which
greater distaice. Still she
are now put up and
Oysters
from
reaching the tops of two of the him lying beside the pool or out on the
up- legs.
stake
bamboo
stretched
the
with
waited,
under such sanitary restricshipped
smaller palms.
bare plain, his resolute eyes cold and
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and WAGONWORK

BLACKSM1TH1NG

Four Reasons Why

SPECIALTY.

Sunnyside.

KITKENDALL.

j

New Mexico.

National Bank Is Safe

Wright & Hurd
CEMENT

CONTRACTORS

Fire-proBuildings Blocks or Solid Concrete, Sidewalks,
CurbB, Gutters, Steps, Foundations, Troughs, Tanks, Caves,
Wells. Flues a specialty.
If in need of anything made of cement or concrete call
on us for figuras.

FATAL

Ramirez & Aragón
BUTCHERS

HUNT FOR TREASURE

Natives Enter Old Tomb in Egypt
Seeking Wealth and Perish
by Suffocation.
A certain native discovered the antrance of a tumb in tbe floor uí bis
stable, and at once proceeded to worm

All Kinds of Fresh Meats
Near the Catholic Church
Sunnyside,
::
N. M.

j

For rheumatic pains and twinges

liia way down the tunnel. Tata was pains in the neck
of the bladder
the end of the nian. His wile, finding
that he had not returned two boma or and in the joints, etc., takePine-ules- ,
ao later, went dowa the newly iound
tne new remedy. These are
tunnel after him. That was the end being used by a great
many peoof her. aleo. In turn, three other
members of the lamily went down Into ple everywhere. Pincules can be
the darkness; and that was the end depended upon they are an exof them. A native official was then cellent preparation
for kidney
culled, and, lighting his way with a
They act promptly.
candle, penetrated down the wiadins troubles.
jmssage. The air was so foul that be Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.
vas soon obliged to retreat, but be
stated that he was Just able to see In FOR.SALE-- 10 acres under Fort
the distance ahead the bodies of tbe Sumner canal: cnod Icioa firm
been overcome by what he quaintly
described as "the evil lighting and bad
climate."
Various attempts at tbe
-escue of tbe bodies having tailed, we
gave orders that this tomb should be
regarded as tbelr sepulcher and that
its mouth should be sealed up. Ac.
cording to tbe natives, there was evl- denttj a vast hoard of wealth stored
at the bottom of this tomo, and tbe
vould b. robber, bad met their death
at the hands of tbe demon in charge
of It, who bad seized each man by
the throat as be came down the tua
ml and bad strangled him.-- A. K. p.
in Putnam's.
Never Let Gu.
Ulng the bull by the boms, and the

iiie, and also that the man with th
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of every ten wiseiv follow
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round at tbe front all ihe time. If
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' 'ar hold that counts. Th tn
will go 1ust as fast and nearly as far
who has hold of the tall as the n.
llano.,, o., to the
..idea. h.
hold on better aa fa is i
darurer. Young man, don't be too anx- 1ous te ret ranfdlr tn thm tnnt hut
i.aug oa to what rou av, and' you
win get ahead in the world just aa
n.t.la
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1st. The U. S. Government is, in a sense, a silent partner, in the
conduct of every National Bank.
In granting a charter to a bank it makes special inquiry as to the
C iimtcv an fina ncial standing of the applicants.
Twice a year, or oftener, it sends an examiner, who makes an examination of all records and business methods employed, reporting any irregularities to the Comptroller of Currency.
2nd. The U. S. Government keeps a watchful, but friendly eye on
all National Banks.
It requires each National Bank to make a sworn statement of its
condition, five times in a year, and to publish such reports in the local
newspaper.
It requires the Board of Directors to perform its duties, and to have
a knowledge of the manner in which the business is being conducted.
3rd. The U. S. Government forbids National Banks to own any real
estate, except its own building.
It does not allow National Banks to loan their money on real estate.
It does not allow a National Bank to loan more than ten per cent of
its capital stock and surplus to any one borrower.
It holds each stockholder responsible for an additional amount equal
to the stock owned, in case of any irregularities or shortage.
4th. The U. S. Government requires a National Bank to secure its
currency circulation by purchasing government bonds and depositing
same with the U. S. Treasurer.
It requires the National Bank to maintain at all times a cash reserve
equal to 25 per cent of its deposits.
with other than
It does not allow this legal reserve to be
National Banks

The First National Bank of Fort Sumner.

that they were constrained to adept
this measure. Since the alarm system
bss gone Into effect there have beea
many surprises, but as losses.

One Thing Beyond Any Power.
Tip knows other places where traveling Is of the agony brand. After
waiting for nearly four hours' in
Canada, between Toronto
and Montreal, for a "mixed" 17
freight cars and one coach I asked
n impatient clergyman if n had
been able to learn when tha train
would arrive. He eyed me ud and!
down with pity. "Sir," he said, "that
Is the only thing that the Almighty
not know." New York Press

i.

Bees Laxaiive Cough Syrup is
highly reccommended, especially
by mothers in cases of colds or
coughs. It drives the cold from

FORT SUMNER COMMERCIAL CLUB

New Profession in Life.
"Naturalist and trainer of ants, fleas,
noes, etc.," was tbe description a man
tve of blmse'.f at tbe North Indon
(Eng.) police court.

Agent for the Celebrated

"ANN ARBOR"

J. A. NORTHINGTON,

7,

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Alamogobdo.

N-

-

M.

M. R. BAKER.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Contest Cases Before U. S. Commissioner a Specialty.

A. P. ANAYA

C. C. HENRY
U. S. Commissioner,

FOR SALE OR RENT
The Fort Sumner Restaurant.
See him if you wish to make filing on On account of ill health I have
Homestead, Commute your filing or decided to sell or rent my restau
enter a contr st.
rant.
New Mexico.
Fort Sumner,
Mrs. M. Philion.
Fort Sumner, N. M. j
'

j

J. W. Jackson,

V. S. D.

Will Treat a!! curable cases of

Gasoline

A. J. GILLIAM.
Agent for Texico Steam Laundry,
W.

ALSO,
SHOP.

(

If you want the best remedy for your
cold, insist upon Bcob Lavative Cough
Syrup. Through its laxative principle,
it gent'y moves the bowels, and in that
way drives the cold from the system.
Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.

Lived 152 Years.
Wm. Parr England's oldest man
married the third time at 120, worked
in the fields till 132 and lived 20 years
longer. People should be youthful at
80. James Wright, uf Spurlock, Ky.,
shows how to remain young. "I feel
" he writes, "af-te- r
just like a
taking six bottles of Electric Bit-- !
ters. For thirty years Kidney trouble
made life a burden, but the first bottle
of this wonderful medicine convinced
me I had found the greatest cure on
'earth." They're a godsend to weak,
n
or old people. Try
sickly
them. 50c at Sunnyside Drug Co.

L. R. SCH0CH.
"It Gives All The New."

MOISE BROS. CO.

Subscribe to your home paper first
and then take the El Paso Herald.
The Herald is the best medium to
keep in touch with general news as
well as news of the whole southwest.

C. W. FOOR & Co.
REAL ESTATE

AGENTS, LAND LOCATORS,
and SURVEYORS.

Us.
25

BARBER

O. H. RAY.
CITY DRAYMAN
All kinds of dray work done
on short notice

Boots and Shoes.

S.

and W. Tailoring Co.,

CITY

Groceries, Provisions, Notions,
GENTS FURNISHING GOODS,

Kills To Stop The Fiend.

The worst foe for 12 years of John
Deye, of Gladwin, Mich., was a running ulcer. He paid doctors over 400.
00 without benefit.
Then Bucklen's
Practices Law before the Probate, Arnica Salve killed the ulcer and cured
Boils, Felons
County Commissioners, and Justice of him. Cures Fever-SoreEczema, Salt Rheum.
Infallible for
the Peace Courts.
Piles, Burns, Scalds, Cuts, Corns. 25c
New Mex. at Sunnyside Drug Company.
Fort Sumner,

U. S. Court Commissioner
Buchanan,
New Mexico.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

Eighty Acres of patented land, ten
miles south-eas- t
of town for sale
C. W. FOOR.

notary public in office.
New Mexico.
Fort Sumner.

Prop.

At any time and at all times
Pinesal ve Carbolized will be found
Call On Or Write To
just what is needed for burns,
We have the field notes of Township 1,
cuts and bruises. It is sold here
Township 2 North, 26 East.
by Sunnyside Drug Co.

an oil field in the Pecos valley.
The Wonderful Amazon.
Although not the largest or longest The Petos valley is growing famfiver, the Akhzou is the most wumler-hi- l ous with irrigated
farms and orliver ln the world, with a mouth
chards, her flocks and herds, her
ISO miles In width, and with a fmv
of water that repels, or at least over- .iB, the ocean to s distance of more
Hian fifty leagues.
The best pilis are Rings Little
Yet, In spite of
Oie weight of the river, the tide makes Liver Pills
Thpu 3re eaSy t0
ill Influence felt for 60S miles from
Pleasant in effect and gen-tiio- w
tbo coast. The easterly trade winds
almost invariab'y upward, so as tie in action. Sold by Sunnyside
to be ready to help the vessel against j rjrUrr Co.

New Mex.

FRANK N. PAGE.

The Best Of Everything In Our Line.

There isn't anything so annoying or
so painful nor is there anything quite
so hard to get rid of as piles. ManZan,
the great pile remedy, is the best you
can use, for it directly reaches the seat
of the trouble and at once relieves and
soothes the pain.
It is applied by
means of a tube with nozzle attached.
Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.

WHARTON & LAWSON.

SANTA ROSA and BUCHANAN.

SUNNYSIDE,

w. o. w.

Next meeting of Sunnyside
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON. Camp No. 08, W. O. W. will be
SURGERY A SPECIALTY.
on Thursday, Nov. 25.
First
Office at the store of the Sunnyside
meeting in December will be on
Drug Company.
the 9th to elect new officers for
Sunnyside.
New Mexico.
the coming year.
All members
are requested to attend the said
J. T. Wharton, M. D.
iiiei-iinin tuu iorce.
Physician and Surgeon
18t3
Simon Katz, Clerk.
Office over First National Bank,
Phone No. 47
We want your Cash business
Fort Sumner, :: N. M.
and will make prices to get it,
at Earickson & Co's.
C. C. DAVIDSON.

FLUES and STOVE PIPE

MOISE BROS. CO.

East

ManZan
Pite Remedy
FAIL
RELIEVES WHEM OTHER
For saleby the Sunnyside

Drug Co

Contractor and Builder.'
Work A Specialty"
Call on me for bids on all

"Cement

kinds of Buildings.
Fort Sumner,

N. M.

F. C. HASTINGS.

Carpenter and Builder.
South Side Of The Plaza,

H"j

The Cough Syrup that
rids the system of a cold
by acting as a cathartic on the
bowels Is

N. M.

Sunnyside,

AIsj a"

NEW MEXICO.

S. E. TURNER,
Painter and Paper Hanger.

Said Uncle 8IIjs:
Artesia, New Mexico has de"A feller can't be hired to stay veloped a 100
barrel oil well. This
pwy from a girl he likes until he
is the third strike in the Dayton
r an' Joins a club."
marries
Angeles Kxnress.
county. All indications point to

thf adverse currents.

WELL CASING,

MADE TO ORDER.
WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."

s

to-v-

GUTTERING,

laxitive tonic and
no other pills can corn-- !
pare with Dr. King's New Life PjMa.
They tone and regulate the atom&éh,
liver and kidneys, purify the bio!,
strengthen the nerves; cure Constlpa'-- j
tion, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Jaundice,
Headache, chills and Malaria.
Try
them 25c at Sunnyside Drug Company.
health-build-

DR. W. R. LOVELACE.

Domestic Animals.
Will be in Fort Sumner each Saturday.
Office at S- - J. Slane Faed Store.
Residence seven miles North West of
town.
Fort Sumner, N. M.

NEW MEXICO.

SUNNYSIDE TIN SHOP

the system through the bowels,
and at the same time heals irritation of the throat and allays inflamaron.
Sold by Sunnyside
Drug Co.

Yeso pulled off a "Pía Si
last week that Y a hummer-doelesDUght eight dollars and One
cake brought $78. The total receipts were $118,75.
Tu Maxima of Wisdom.
The proI .earn
caution In speech; there la ceeds were donated to
the
school
n nee of telling ail you know to
fund and was used in buying
ev wy casua.1 acquaintance.
Be patient
av. achieve the Joy of enduring a desks. Yeso is fast coming to
few trials. We are all called upon the front
as a live
to stand for a good deal In this lire;
if not ln one way, then In another.

Fort Sumner Needs

City water,
Furniture store with undertaker,
Telphone system,
Hardware store, laundry, livery stable
A
lake Lake Sumner,
offer-VeigaiWatchmaker, bottling works, nursery,
Irrigated streets and gardens,
An enthusiastic commercial club,
Creamery, veterinary surgeon, florist,
j
600 boosting citizens,
Brick factory, milliner and dressmaker
Town well, in depot addition,
Fruit and confectionery with news stand
A union church being built,
Painter & paper hanger, harness maker
Three school teachers for 1909-1Moving
show, cement contractor
.uomciauuii me two papers Electric light plant almost completed, Building picture
contractor. Abstract office,
now occupying the field. He lays A new $10,000 depot,
Brick, lime and cement, cigar factory,
.
One doctor, one lawyer,
his ar&e exPe"ence and superior
Jeweler and optician, a dentist,
Five mercantile stores, one dru store,
e(ll"Pment at the feet of our One bank, one bakery, three restaurants Ice plant, well driller, farmers,
Farmers, farmers and still more farmers
people and tells them that, hois Six hotels, excellently equipped,
brainy, hustw no-- tn loo
newspaper Fort Sumner Review, And all the
One
them
to
higher
.
ling, boosting young men of the East,
thought, civilization and business A feed store and a coal yard.
North or South who have breadth of
success.
He offers his sPeclal Good corral, cement block factory,
mind enough to see into the future,
a tin shop, one cobbler,
skl11 lnr, educational lines, pre- - One plumber,
good judgement enough to recoginize
A second hand store, few saloons,
sumably that of school director Insurance agents, U. S. Commissioner, an opportunity and courage enough
to grasp it.
Fort Sumner's citizens
He does not. nffr. on,, vAwwai, X KL Lumber yard, carpenters,
today are the best the country affords
aeulln ln a town of four hun. Masons, bricklayers.
and she wants more of the same kind.
Two big wool houses.
dred people

WATER TANKS,

Smashes AJJ Record.
As an

PROFESSIONAL,

Tucumcam,

greatest asset.

com-mvni- ty

One Dollar.

Practices in all the Courts.
Special attention to land cases
before the U. S. Land Office.

of the A. T. & S. F.
Is in the Pecos Valley, on the new cut-oRv. that is to made a part of the through transcontinental route.
It is supported by 16,000 acres of irrigated fruit and alfalfa land,
an enormous expanse of Campbell System Farming land, a well
developed sheep industry and a climate that will eventually be its

FORT SUMNER,

One Year

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

FORT SUMNER, N. M.

Fort Sumner Has

The Review,

South.
Leaves Willard 6:13 P.M. going south,
j
Arrives at Torrance S:tn p. M.
Going North.
Leaves Torrance at 11 :06 a. m.
Williard at 12:40 P. M.
Arrives at Santa Fe 6:25 P. M.
Makes close connections with the Belen
Cut-of- f
at Williard; with the South
western at Torrance and with the
A. T. ft S. F. at Kennedy.
H. W.Coomer, Acting Manager.

ff

naex inas made its advent
into newspaperdom, presumably
1,.,'fhniif trying to fill " long
a
felt
wnt m the community, but
simply to save a Small COmmuni- ty ?rom 'glance and obscurity,
and must have been a great
sacrifice On the part of its editor
and Proprietor, as from his
i,
tory he comes from an illustrious
newspaper family.
He offers,
single handed and alone, to nnsh
1,le

where there are al
ready two newsnn nor- - The pre- sumption is that like a great
many
other papers of the kind.
Steins Are Burglkr Alarms.
In a New York rathskeller tier thought this an open field and
have devised a novel way to protect that he would be doing
the
the ornamental steins on the shelf
a great service in comiug
running along the side of the room.
Kach stands upoa a burglar alarm con- here and establishing his paper.
nection and when one is removed a While he appears
to have an uncontact is made, a drop falls on the
annunciator Indicating the position ef usual amount of courage in tackthe table and a bell rings, ln a second ling such a proposition he has
half a dozen waiters are In attendance not had the courage
to tell us
at that table end the stein goes bark
on Its peg. The proprietors have lost whether ,he had any politics or
so many valuable pieces of
not.

"

A

RAILROAD.

CENTRAL

TIME TABLE.
From Santa Fe to Torrance.
Leaves Santa Fe at 1 :46 p. M. going

J. N. Line

LAXATIVE

Wholesale and Retail
Feed and Flour
Handle the FAMOUS U. S. Flour

Feed Yard In Connection
Ricardo,

New Mexice

COUGH

Offers his professional aervicea to
the public. He carries the samples
of Wall Paper of L. C. Orrell & Co.
of Chicago, which is one of the
largest in the city.
:
New Mexico.
Fort Sumner,

SYRUP Fort Sumner

J

Broom Factory,

Bees is the original laxative cough syrup,
contains no opiates, gently moves the
bowels, carrying the cold off through the

OWENS

&

SONS

WHOLESALE & RETAIL

Guaranteed to give Solicit the General Trade and
natural channels.
latikfaction or money refunded.
Salisf action Guaranteed
For sale by the Sunysido Drug Co.
Fort Sumneb, - - New Mex.

